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Abstract

Price coordination is per se illegal, but antitrust authorities sometimes make exceptions to

this rule in “flailing” and “failing” industries when consumers might benefit from sustained

product variety provided by multiple firms. In the U.S. local daily print newspaper industry,

Joint Operating Agreements (JOAs) facilitating price coordination and transfers among firms

are one such exception. JOAs present a potential compromise between permitting mergers

and allowing firms to fail. They help firms survive by increasing profits but may also preserve

non-price aspects of competition by preventing full coordination among firms. I present a

dynamic empirical framework for evaluating the long-run welfare implications of JOAs and

use this framework to evaluate JOAs in the U.S. local daily print newspaper industry from

1932 to 1992. Estimating a dynamic game capturing firm exit, entry, price coordination, and

endogenous transfers, I find that allowing JOAs had a negligible impact on the number of

multi-firm newspaper markets remaining in 1992. My model indicates two structural reasons

for the small effect: (i) collusive incentives to coordinate with a rival firm are offset by predatory

incentives from the possibility of that rival exiting, and (ii) endogenous transfers incentivizing

JOA entry but not joint survival create a wedge between JOA incentives and effectiveness.
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1 Introduction

Under U.S. antitrust policy, price coordination is per se illegal. This implies that, without a

formal exception, price coordination is illegal regardless of the underlying motivation and even

if it could improve welfare. One of the few formal exceptions allowing price coordination is

permitting Joint Operating Agreements (JOAs) in flailing or failing industries. Government

authorities sanction JOAs in hopes of forestalling firm exit by allowing firms higher profits

from price coordination. The motivation behind this exception comes from the possibility that

consumers would be better off with the sustained market participation of those endangered

firms, even at the higher price resulting from coordination. In contrast to mergers, JOAs do

not allow for coordination on non-price product characteristics or firm exit decisions. As such,

JOAs may even present a welfare-improving alternative to allowing mergers or firm failure

in industries characterized by differentiated products, as the variety of products available to

consumers depends on the number of firms supplying the market. When consumers value the

sustained product variety even at a higher coordinated price, JOAs improve consumer welfare.

Whether JOAs actually improve consumer welfare is an empirical question that depends

on two key tradeoffs. First, consumers must internalize the value of variety enough such that

having sustained access to more variety can generate more utility than is lost from higher

prices. Second, JOAs must be both incentive compatible to firms and able to forestall firm

exit. One point largely ignored in the literature and policy discussion is whether and in what

scenarios JOAs can sustain firms with product variety. In particular, existing discussions have

not considered the voluntary nature of JOAs and the transfers JOAs facilitate. Some firms

may not want to coordinate much (or at all) even when such coordination is sanctioned under

a JOA, and transfers incentivizing coordination may decrease the ability of JOAs to delay exit.

I present an empirical framework for evaluating these tradeoffs in the context of U.S. local

daily print newspapers from 1932 to 1992. The local daily newspaper industry has both impor-

tant product variety and major concerns about firm exit. These characteristics combined led

Congress to officially sanction JOAs for local daily print newspapers during my study period

via the Newspaper Preservation Act (NPA). Policymakers believed that the NPA could advance

public interest by “... maintaining a newspaper press editorially and reportorially independent

...” (Carlson, 1971). Though sanctioned by the government, forming JOAs was costly to news-
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papers, as they often faced fees associated with contracting, restructuring, and applying to the

Department of Justice (DoJ) for approval.

To evaluate the claim that JOAs could help sustain news variety, I model and estimate a

dynamic game of newspaper entry, exit, and price coordination decisions where newspapers

entering or in JOAs pay transfers negotiated over expected discounted stream payoffs (i.e.,

“dynamic transfers”). This dynamic game augments Ericson and Pakes (1995) to include an

incentive compatibility constraint determining whether firms join a JOA and dynamic transfers

as in Lee and Fong (2013). Payoffs in this setting come from a static stage game of: (i) news-

paper choices of subscriber price, advertiser price, and content quality, (ii) consumer choices

of which newspapers to purchase, and (iii) advertiser choices of in which newspapers to adver-

tise. Newspapers in a JOA coordinate on subscriber and advertiser prices but choose quality

separately. I draw my model of consumer choices from Fan (2013) and my model of advertiser

choices from Gentzkow et al. (2014).

The dynamic game and payoffs allow me to investigate the two tensions underlying the

effectiveness and desirability of JOAs: (i) the tension between sustained product variety and

prices faced by consumers and policymakers, and (ii) the tension between collusive and preda-

tory incentives faced by “stronger” (i.e., financially healthier) firms in markets with possibly

failing/flailing rivals. Firms face collusive incentives to join JOAs because price coordination

enables firms to extract more surplus from consumers and earn higher profits. However, they

also face predatory incentives because price coordination forestalls exit by rival firms, result-

ing in the “stronger” firm sharing the market with its weaker rivals for more periods. The

tradeoff between these two incentives implies that a firm “stronger” than its competitor may

prefer not to coordinate. Historically, firms have recognized these predatory incentives against

coordination, and transfers allocating the stronger firm a larger share of the joint profits under

price coordination are a central feature of JOAs. However, transfers further complicate the

tension between incentives to enter JOAs and the ability of JOAs to reduce exit. The gains

from joining a JOA allocated to the stronger firm via transfers may also leave the weaker firm

with insufficient gains to forestall exit. As such, transfers can help create a wedge between

when firms want to join JOAs and when JOAs are most effective at extending joint survival.

I derive and implement a two-step estimation method (e.g., Pakes et al. 2007) allowing for
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incentive compatibility constraints and dynamic transfers and modify the Pakes and McGuire

(1994) algorithm to compute equilibria of the dynamic game resulting from my estimates. Using

these results, I infer the extent to which JOAs did forestall exit by firms representing valuable

product variety as well as the factors both helping and limiting the success of JOAs. My

estimates and counterfactual exercises imply that policymakers were overly optimistic about

how much price coordination could help preserve multiproduct markets (i.e., variety). I find that

allowing JOAs had little effect sustaining newspaper survival and only increased the number

of multi-paper markets remaining in 1992 by 0.04% (< 1 newspaper out of 1,342 markets).

The model estimates and counterfactuals point to both incentive compatibility and mar-

ket primitives as underlying reasons for this negligible effect. Incentive compatibility applies

through the tradeoff between the collusive and predatory incentives firms face. As a result of

high exit probabilities in the newspaper industry, predatory incentives from a rival potentially

exiting offset some of the collusive incentives to join JOAs. While allowing for endogenous

transfers can mitigate some of these disincentives to JOA entry, transfers also contributed to

the wedge between when JOAs most sustain variety and when firms choose to enter into JOAs.

In general, I find that JOAs help increase the weaker firm’s survival more when firm strengths

are relatively asymmetric but that collusive incentives are more dominant when both firms are

strong. As a result, eliminating all costs to coordination (e.g., no longer requiring approval by

the DoJ) could have incentivized more asymmetric pairs of firms to coordinate, increasing the

number of remaining multiproduct, multi-firm markets by 1.66%. Notably, allowing for endoge-

nously determined transfers incentivizes stronger firms to enter JOAs potentially at the cost

of JOA efficacy. This may account for some industry observers claiming that JOAs “crippled”

the weaker papers in the agreements (Barringer, 1999).

Market primitives matter in the form of increasingly available alternative media sources.

Low average profit levels in the daily newspaper industry driven by the emergence of outside

options such as radio and television greatly limited the extent to which coordination could

increase profits and consequently reduce exit probabilities in some local markets. However,

variation across markets in the value of the outside option also provides insight into when

JOAs can improve consumer welfare. In simulations with positive exit probabilities and barring

market entry, I find that JOAs may still be a valuable policy intervention in the case of “flailing”
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markets with mild or moderate exit probabilities rather than failing markets with the highest

probabilities of exit.

This project ties in with the literatures on the newspaper industry and dynamic games.

With respect to how ownership structure impacts available product variety in the newspaper

industry, this project builds most directly off of the discussions in Gentzkow et al. (2014) and

Fan (2013). Gentzkow et al. (2014) focus on how competition in the short run induces firm

asymmetry by incentivizing firms to produce newspapers of different political affiliations to

soften price competition. They further note how access to this variety improves consumer

welfare. This work contributes to this discussion by showing that the desire to soften price

competition that leads firms to provide short run variety may make sustaining variety in the

longer run more difficult. In particular, when exit probabilities are high, firms that are more

asymmetric or that provide less similar products may gain even less from price coordination

relative to becoming a monopolist. This results in the financially stronger firm also having

relatively stronger predatory incentives against coordination designed to help preserve variety.1

Fan (2013) provides a counterpart to the arguments made in Gentzkow et al. (2014) by

showing how after a merger, the merged firm may choose to reduce product variety to max-

imize profits. As such, newspapers under joint ownership decrease consumer surplus by both

increasing prices and decreasing variety. By focusing instead on JOAs, this project captures

how, similarly to mergers, JOAs may incentivize newspapers to increase prices and choose al-

ternative product characteristics and how, in a static sense, JOAs may also harm consumer

welfare. However, it also highlights why JOAs can be an attractive alternative to mergers from

the perspective of a policymaker. If one believes that important product variety will not be

sustained after a merger, JOAs, by barring firms from coordinating on non-price characteristics,

may be preferable. Under a JOA, jointly optimizing over content, for instance, is technically

not part of the possible action set. This distinction motivates why, relative to merger, JOAs

have the potential to improve consumer welfare in a repeated game when readers highly value

1On one hand, consider a democratic and republican newspaper in a market of mostly democratic readers
(Market A). The democratic newspaper will be stronger and experience greater “predatory” motives when
considering cooperation with the republican newspaper. On the other hand, consider two democratic papers
in a market of primarily democratic readers (Market B). The newspapers will be of more similar strengths,
and neither firm will experience particularly strong predatory motives that can overcome the collusive motives
underlying JOAs. In a repeated games setting, Market A is more likely to become a monopoly market because
one paper has a much higher probability of exit and there are weaker incentives to coordinate. Consequently,
consumers in Market A may be worse off than those in Market B, as they are left with no diversity and no price
competition in the long-run even though Market A began with greater news diversity.
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variety.2 In considering JOAs as a merger alternative, consumers and policymakers trade off

slightly higher JOA prices up front to avoid even higher monopoly prices and reduced variety

in the future.

Focusing on transfers and firm exit in a repeated games setting also contributes to the

discussions regarding tacit collusion and mergers in the dynamic games literature. While the

focus of this project is on legal exemptions allowing price coordination, the model and estimation

method allowing for efficient transfers negotiated over discounted stream payoffs also provide a

test for when collusion can be sustained. Since collusion is often necessarily tacit, the literature

does not dwell on how the possibility of transfers affects incentives to collude (e.g., Fershtman

and Pakes 2000; Igami and Sugaya 2022). Allowing for transfers expands the state space under

which collusion can be sustained, and allowing for efficient transfers creates a “best case”

scenario for prospective collusive firms. Under efficient transfers, firms can sustain collusion so

long as the sum of discounted stream payoffs across all firms from collusion is higher than the

sum under competition. Consequently, finding that collusion is not sustainable under efficient

transfers implies that it is never sustainable. Moreover, the methods I suggest also provide a

foundation to think about when collusion is sustainable when firms can approximate transfer

mechanisms via methods such as market sharing.

In addition to the literature on collusion, this paper extends the literature on dynamic

merger decisions (see Igami and Uetake 2020; Mermelstein et al. 2020) by studying a related

type of endogenous ownership structure. Aside from the specific product characteristics on

which firms are allowed to coordinate, a key difference between JOA and merger incentives

is that analyzing merging firms does not require evaluating the same predatory incentives.

Whereas coordinating firms make separate exit decisions, exit decisions in the merger setting

are made jointly. Thus, when considering merger, the stronger firm internalizes the possibility

of buying out a competitor and shutting them down to become a monopolist.

The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides background on the local daily print

2Consider, for example, the EchoStar (now DISH) and DIRECTV merger proposed and blocked in 2002.
The companies suggested the merger on the grounds that they were struggling to compete with cable. They
also argued that efficiencies from the merger would help the companies carry a greater variety of local television
stations. However, regulators blocked the merger, citing these claims as non-credible (Justice Department File
Suit to Block ECHOSTAR’s Acquisition of Hughes Electronics, 2002). Requiring the firms to remain separate
entities who coordinated under price but competed in terms of product quality and variety may have addressed
some of the DoJ’s concerns. These issues continue into the present day. DISH and DIRECTV have raised the
possibility of merger again in 2022, now citing harm from internet competition (Price, 2022).
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newspaper industry and antitrust exemptions allowing firm coordination. Section 3 describes

my data. Section 4 provides some descriptive evidence of the effect of price coordination on

exit and the determinants of incentive compatibility. Section 5 describes the static stage game

I use to motivate static profits and how I estimate those profits. Section 6 lays out a dynamic

game of firm market entry, market exit, coordination decisions, and dynamic transfers. Section

7 discusses how I estimate the parameters of the dynamic game. In section 8, I provide my

parameter estimates. Section 9 motivates and presents counterfactual exercises looking at

different ways of allowing coordination. Section 10 concludes.3

2 Background

2.1 Application to Local Daily Newspapers: 1932-1992

2.1.1 Industry Decline

A defining characteristic of the local daily print newspaper industry from 1932 to 1992 (and into

the present day) was its slow and persistent decline. Figure 1 shows how the fraction of markets

with more than one newspaper decreased from 42% in 1932 to 22% in 1992. A key reason for this

attrition was the spread of radio in the 1920s and 1930s and the rise of television starting in the

1950s. The resulting successive fall in reader demand led to what industry observers have called

a “death spiral” for newspapers (e.g., Mcardle 2009). The notion of a “death spiral” comes

from the two-sided nature of newspaper markets (Anderson and Waldfogel, 2015). On one side,

newspapers sell news content to readers. On the other, they sell advertising space to advertisers.

While readers value the content of newspapers, advertisers value the readership a newspaper

has, and the amount of advertising revenues a newspaper earns is positively correlated with its

readership. Consequently, the decreases in readership led to shrinking reader and advertising

revenues, precipitating firm exit.

This decline may not have been socially efficient for two reasons. First, newspapers do

not fully internalize the value of variety to consumers when making their exit decisions. In

particular, newspapers are not always able to extract readers’ full valuation of variety as revenue,

and what they can extract may not be sufficient for them to remain in the market. As such, in

3Figures and Tables are listed at the end in sections 11 and 12.
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markets where consumers highly value variety, there can still be welfare loss from newspaper

exit. Second, newspapers’ historical role as the “fourth estate” could provide additional social

value that is uninternalized by firms, readers, or advertisers. Gentzkow et al. (2004) note that

newspapers played a historically important role in reducing government corruption during the

Progressive Era. Mahone et al. (2019) note that new alternative forms of information such as

radio, television, and internet may not produce a similar quality and quantity of local news.

They write, “Local newspapers significantly outperform local TV, radio, and online-only outlets

in news production, both in overall story output and in terms of stories that are original, local,

or address a critical information need [such as political life, civic information, etc.].” When

assessing how their willingness to pay for variety, individual readers may not internalize, for

instance, the value of the news in helping them keep a check on government corruption at

various levels (e.g., local, state).

2.1.2 Joint Operating Agreements

The relaxed stance taken by the federal government towards price coordination in the local

newspaper industry reflects policymaker perceptions of the industry’s social value. The De-

partment of Justice (DoJ) has largely allowed Joint Operating Agreements (JOAs) under which

local daily newspapers in the same market were allowed to explicitly contract on coordination

measures such as price fixing, market allocation, monopoly advertising prices, and profit pooling

(Picard, 1987, 2007; Romeo et al., 2003). However, JOAs allowed for only limited coordination,

and the key restriction in these agreements was that each newspaper had to separately fund its

news and editorial staff. This limitation meant that JOAs would preserve variety in the sense

that papers would continue to produce content independently. In practice, JOAs also included

transfers among firms reflecting agreed upon revenue-loss splits. Newspapers also frequently

renegotiated, amended, and extended their JOA contract terms depending on how well one pa-

per was doing in terms of metrics such as relative circulation or revenue (Busterna and Picard,

1993).

Initially, the government’s support for JOAs was implicit. The Albuquerque Journal and

Albuquerque Tribune formed the first JOA in 1933. Subsequently, “for more than 30 years,”

these agreements were “overlooked” by antitrust authorities (Barwis, 1980). Barwis (1980)
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connects this intentional negligence to the 1930 Supreme Court case International Shoe Co.

v FTC which established a precedent for the “failing firm defense.” This defense extended

antitrust exemptions to firms headed towards future bankruptcy. The case also set down

additional criteria requiring that authorities consider “public interest” when deciding whether

to challenge agreements. Barwis (1980) argues that the “failing firm defense” was likely used to

justify overlooking the the Albuquerque JOA, as many newspapers suffered financially during

the Great Depression. Thus, the lack of prosecution against JOAs before 1960 may reflect a

willingness of antitrust authorities to allow newspapers more market power in exchange for

more periods of socially valuable news variety.

Moreover, had it not been for an attempted merger in 1964 between two JOA newspapers,

the Arizona Citizen and Star, the DoJ might have continued to overlook JOAs (Picard, 2007).

Barwis (1980) writes, “It was this [offer by the Citizen to purchase the Star ] which brought the

case to the attention of the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department” (p. 30). By passing

the Newspaper Preservation Act of 1970, Congress formally endorsed the value of maintaining

multi-paper markets at the cost of allowing price coordination among local newspapers in

the same market. The purpose of this Act was to officially uphold the previously de facto

antitrust exemption allowing newspapers to enter into JOAs after the DoJ formally prosecuted

the Arizona Citizen and Star. At face value, this Act reflects policymaker hopes that price

coordination would help multi-paper markets survive and preserve the social value of variety

provided by these markets.

2.2 Antitrust Exemptions Across Industries

Antitrust exemptions allowing some degree of coordination among firms also exist in a number

of other industries. Major examples include airlines and hospitals.4 In the hospital industry,

coordination among firms also takes the form of joint operating agreements under which firms

make some joint financial decisions similar to those under newspaper JOAs. With respect to

airlines, coordination occurs as airline alliances and codesharing. The industries share some

notable characteristics: (i) periods of industry-wide negative shocks to profits that increased

the probability of exit, and (ii) some degree of product variety that is important to public

4Other industries include shipping and oil and gas.
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welfare.

These common characteristics provide the motivation behind the often controversial an-

titrust exemptions made for these industries. In each of these settings, policymakers believed

that decreased long-run consumer access to variety brought on by firm exit could harm wel-

fare. In the context of hospitals, hospitals have began experiencing declining operating margins

during the 2008 recession, with a 21.3% decline in operating margins between 2018 and 2019

(Shulkin, 2020). Subsequently, hospital joint operating agreements allowing hospitals to coor-

dinate on a variety of actions (e.g., budgeting/ financial planning, negotiation with managed

care companies) gained renewed popularity after the 2008 recession (McGuireWoods, 2013).

The hope in this setting is for hospitals to continue to provide more variety in terms of location

and services under these agreements.

Starting in the 1980s, airlines experienced a series of shocks such as an oil embargo, a

major strike, and a recession (Cook, 1996). Subsequently, they formed the the first major

air alliance (Star Alliance) in 1997. Aimed at maintaining consumer access to more routes,

these air alliances facilitate cooperation via codesharing, under which airlines publish the same

flights as part of their schedules, and all airlines can sell seats on the same flight. Bilotkach

(2018) notes that, “Under antitrust immunity [granted by the department of transportation],

partner airlines obtain the explicit right to set the fares jointly for the inter-airline itineraries”

(p. 41). Policymakers motivate these exemptions with the argument that higher profits from

coordination helps airlines continue to provide a greater variety of routes and flight frequencies.

Notably, whether antitrust exemptions allowing coordination actually increases consumer

or social welfare in each of these settings is an empirical question. This study provides an

empirical approach that can be used to evaluate the welfare tradeoffs between allowing firms

more market power and facilitating longer access to variety under this policy.

3 Data

I combine data from several sources to create a panel of all U.S. local daily newspapers for every

election year between 1932 and 1992. This panel includes data needed to estimate static reader

demand, advertiser demand, and supply-side cost parameters. It also contains information

on newspaper entry, exit, JOA status, and JOA contract terms used to estimate the dynamic
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portion of the model. Tables 1 and 2 respectively summarize some of the market and newspaper

characteristics captured in the data. In anticipation of focusing my later analysis on market-

years with at most 2 papers, I compare the characteristics of newspapers in the full sample of

local papers to the subsample of those in market-years with ≤ 2 firms. I find that equilibrium

newspaper characteristics are generally similar, with overlapping confidence intervals, across

the full sample and subsample with the subsample means being slightly lower, as it includes

markets with smaller populations.

3.1 Newspaper Characteristics

My primary source of newspaper characteristics data is the U.S. Newspaper Panel from Gentzkow

et al. (2011). This panel contains information on the city and county in which a newspaper is

based, reader subscription prices, advertising prices, total circulation, and political affiliation in

election years from 1886 to 2004. I use the reported newspaper headquarter county information

to define local newspaper markets,5 Specifically, I define a market as the county, Metropolitan

Statistical Area (MSA), or historical MSA equivalent in which a newspaper is headquartered.

Table 1 summarizes characteristics by market for my study period. It shows that most market-

years in my data with at least one active newspaper have only one or two newspapers during

my study period, indicating that moving from one to two newspapers is plausibly the most rel-

evant margin for news variety. Table 2 reports summary statistics for various newspaper-level

variables across all market-years and for market-years with at most two papers. Subscription

prices and ad rates appear similar across both groups. Markets with at most two newspapers

are on average smaller in terms of total circulation than the full sample of local newspapers.

I supplement the U.S. Newspaper Panel with additional newspaper characteristics data on

newspaper staff from Editor and Publisher Yearbook and construct a measure of newspaper

quality based on the number of unique staff members per paper. Furthermore, I collect adver-

tising linages from Editor and Publisher Magazine and (Angelucci et al., 2020), which I use to

help estimate advertising revenues. I newly digitzed ad linages prior to 1948 and after 1964 for

the purposes of this project. Data from 1948 to 1964 are from Angelucci et al. (2020). Since

it was prohibitively time-consuming to digitize all the corresponding data for the intervening

5I was unable to obtain more detailed geographic circulation data.
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years, I collected all additional data used in this project only for election years during my study

period. Table 2 indicates that the numbers of unique staff are similar for both the full and

subsample of market-years with ≤ 2 firms but that newspapers in the subsample sell less ad

linage.

3.2 Surveys

To help estimate reader demand and advertising revenues, I use newly digitized years of the

Inland Press Association Annual Cost and Revenue Study corresponding to election years and

the readership survey data assembled by Gentzkow et al. (2014).

In the Inland Press Association Annual Cost and Revenue Study, the number of partici-

pating daily newspapers per year ranges between 197 and 428 with a mean (SD) of 322 (94)

papers. Participants belong to one of 9 regional associations and come from local markets

across the U.S. The original purpose of the survey was to provide local daily papers a means

of evaluating their own costs and revenues relative to those of similar sized papers across the

country. The survey organizes its results by circulation group (e.g., 125,700 to 225,500 issues).

While it reports results separately by paper, the survey does not identify individual papers

under the premise that circulation groups provide adequate information for papers to identify

others facing similar costs and revenues.

I extract the Cost and Revenue Study fields describing the cost of delivery per copy, the

cost of paper and ink per copy, and the cost of advertising. I use these variables to construct

variable cost shocks that vary by newspaper circulation group and year. Table 2 shows that

paper and ink costs are on average slightly lower in markets with more newspapers while the

cost of delivery and advertising are on average slightly higher. Additionally, Gentzkow et al.

(2014) note that ad rates are often negotiated, indicating that the rates listed in Editor and

Publisher may on average over- or understate realized advertising revenues. Therefore, I extract

information on total advertising revenue to scale newspaper revenues calculated using ad linages

and ad rates reported in Editor and Publisher.

The readership surveys from Gentzkow et al. (2014) provide information on readership

overlap that I use to calibrate the disutility of consuming a second newspaper when readers

choose to multihome.
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3.3 Market Characteristics

I use county-level data from the U.S. Decennial Census and U.S. Presidential General County

Election Results compiled by Dave Leip to construct market characteristics. For market size,

I linearly interpolate between census years to calculate county populations corresponding to

election years between 1932 and 1992 and aggregate county populations when counties are part

of a MSA or historical predecessor of an MSA. I use county election results to estimate reader

political affiliations corresponding to republican and democratic vote shares.

3.4 JOA Contract Characteristics

I assemble novel data on JOA contract characteristics from a number of industry reports. These

characteristics include the revenue and loss division terms of 23 agreements and agreement

start and end dates for all 28 JOAs ever in effect. Agreement terms are often stated in terms

of newspapers’ relative circulation shares. Notably, these agreements correspond to transfers

made once a JOA is effective. While firms make side payments after agreeing to join a JOA

but prior to starting a JOA, I do not observe these. Sources include reports and studies written

about JOAs (Blanchard, ed, 2013; Busterna and Picard, 1993; Picard, 1987, 2007) as well as a

number of historical newspaper articles.

4 Descriptive Evidence

Using the full sample of newspapers in my data, I examine reduced form evidence on how

newspaper exit affects the characteristics of the remaining products, how JOA participation

impacts product characteristics and exit probability, and how newspapers select into JOAs. I

find that increased market power is associated with higher subscription and advertising prices,

heterogeneous impacts on newspaper quality, and that JOAs are associated with lower exit

probabilities potentially partially due to selection on market and firm characteristics.

4.1 Firm Exit and Benefits of Entering into a JOA

The primary motivation behind allowing newspaper JOAs under an antitrust exemption is that

they help preserve news variety by allowing multiple newspapers to survive for longer in the
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same local market. They extend newspaper survival by allowing newspapers to charge both

readers and advertisers higher prices, thus increasing profits and reducing their incentives to

exit. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 3 show that, controlling for various market characteristics (i.e.,

the number of active firms, and common annual shocks), being in a JOA correlates with charging

higher subscription and advertising prices than firms not in JOAs charge. I also find evidence

that non-price newspaper characteristics can also change with market structure. Column 3

indicates that newspapers in JOAs have higher quality, as measured by the number of unique

staff members, than non-JOA newspapers. This suggests that being allowed to coordinate on

prices may incentivize newspapers to compete more for market share in terms of quality. An

increase in quality could offset some of the welfare losses to readers from increases in price.

Notably, firm exit can also harm readers through endogenous changes in prices or quality.

As such, allowing for firm exit may have all the drawbacks to consumers of JOAs without the

benefit of extending variety. This provides an additional reason for policymakers to sanction

JOAs over firm exit. Table 4 displays how average subscription prices, advertising prices, and

the number of unique staff hired in each market differ in the periods after a firm exits relative to

periods without exit. I find that subscription and advertising prices set by the remaining firm(s)

are higher than prior to competitor exit but that, unlike under JOAs, remaining firms may also

choose less quality. Increased market power from exit potentially decreases consumer welfare

through not only endogenous increases in prices and decreases in quality but also potential

losses in available variety, increasing the appeal of JOAs as a policy alternative.

To examine if charging higher prices due to price coordination under JOAs did correlate

with reduced firm exit, I compare exit rates of newspapers in JOAs to the exit rates of those

in otherwise similar markets using the following linear probability model:

exitjt = α0 + αJOAJOAjt + αXXjt + Y Rt + εjt (1)

where exitjt is an indicator for whether firm j exited in year t, JOAjt is an indicator variable

for whether firm j was in a JOA in period t, Xjt is a matrix of control variables including city

population, circulation share, whether the paper is an evening paper, and the number of daily

newspapers in the market, Y Rt are year fixed-effects, and εjt is an error term. I define similar

markets as those with populations, total circulations, and total number of newspapers in the
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same ranges as those observed for JOA newspapers.

Column 4 of Table 3 shows that being in a JOA is significantly correlated with a lower prob-

ability of exit even when controlling for other firm and market characteristics.6 While industry

observers often noted that, at face value, JOAs did not seem to help prevent failing newspapers

from exiting or to maintain higher levels of local news diversity, I find that, conditional on

being in a JOA, firms do exhibit lower exit probabilities (Barwis, 1980; Kirchoff, 2010).

One reason for this conflict is that my linear probability model does not distinguish between

firms with lower exit probabilities selecting into JOAs and JOAs causing lower exit rates.

Theoretically, pairs of newspapers in which (i) one paper is stronger than the other (i.e., more

financially sound and less likely to exit), or (ii) both newspapers are weak (i.e., less financially

sound) are less likely to enter into JOAs. In a failing firms setting, I am interested in the

following two mechanisms underlying these theoretical possibilities. First, when one firm is

stronger than the other, the stronger firm may prefer not to join a JOA because it prefers to

make monopoly profits sooner rather than help a competitor exit later. Second, mutually weak

firms may be less likely to join a JOA because coordination in this scenario has a limited ability

to increase long run profits. In the following section, I look for evidence that these mechanisms

play a role.

4.2 Incentive Compatibility and Selection

Table 5 provides evidence for the role of selection into JOAs in the newspaper industry by

looking at the correlation between the probability of entering into a JOAs and measures of firm

strength. Model 1 is a linear probability model relating the probability of entering a JOA to

the ratio of the second largest JOA-eligible firm’s circulation over the largest firm’s circulation.

By construction, this ratio is bounded above by 1. The closer the ratio is to 1, the more

similar firms are in their profits and consequently in exit probabilities. The significant positive

correlation between circulation ratio and the probability of JOA entry provides evidence for

mechanism (i) described above in section 4.1.

Model 2 is a linear probability model relating the probability of JOA entry to a measure

of relative firm strength and other common determinants of reader demand and profits. These

6The sample counts may be higher than those in tables 1 and 2, because I include years through 2004 in this
exercise.
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common determinants include the value of the outside option (i.e., choosing to purchase no

paper) estimated as part of reader demand and market size as measured by population. For

how I recover the firm strengths and the value of the outside option, see equations 4 and

5 specifying reader payoffs from buying a given newspaper and choosing the outside option,

respectively. Firm strength can be interpreted as the value to readers from variety provided

by a specific firm, controlling for differences in quality and price. Relative firm strength is how

much more readers value one paper over the other. A greater gap in firm strength implies a

bigger difference in firm exit probability. I find that the difference in firm strength is negatively

correlated with the probability of entering a JOA, providing further evidence for mechanism

(i). A higher value of the outside option means that readers find all newspapers relatively less

valuable than other media such as radio and television and consequently implies lower profits

and higher exit probabilities for both candidate JOA firms (i.e., a smaller “pie” to split under

cooperation). I find that the value of the outside option is significantly negatively correlated

with the probability of entering a JOA, providing support for mechanism (ii). Market size has

the opposite effect of the value of the outside option, as a larger population indicates higher

aggregate demand for newspapers (i.e., a larger “pie” to split under cooperation).

In the absence of a plausible random experiment, I decompose the causal effect of JOAs on

exit from the selection effect using a structural model and counterfactual exercises. By explicitly

modeling firm market exit decisions along with the determinants of JOA entry incentives, I can

study what market exit rates would have been in the absence of JOAs. Moreover, the structure

of the model further facilitates performing counterfactual exercises that look at the implications

for firms and consumers of decreasing the legal and other contracting costs associated with JOAs

as well as primitives under which JOAs are a more effective policy.

5 Static Stage Game

The purpose of the static stage game is to explain per-period static equilibrium newspaper

profits and consumer surplus under different (i) ownership structures (i.e., competition, JOA,

and monopoly) and (ii) relative values of the exogenous newspaper qualities (strengths) and

alternative media sources (outside options) available to readers. The resulting differences in

static profits motivates the newspaper market entry/exit and JOA entry decisions modeled in
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section 6. In particular, the static stage game captures how newspaper choices of subscription

prices, advertising prices, and quality change with ownership structure and other primitives.

The reduced form evidence described in the previous section indicates that endogenizing these

characteristics may be important to capture changes in consumer welfare and firm profits,

especially across different ownership structures. In particular, table 3 indicates that being

in a JOA correlates with significantly higher values of all three characteristics and a lower

probability of exit, which suggests that firms in a JOA can achieve higher profits through

price coordination, and table 4 indicates that endogenous price and quality changes are also

potentially important in comparing JOAs to monopolies.

5.1 Setup

The stage game model includes three types of agents: 1) newspapers, 2) readers, and 3) adver-

tisers. Each period, newspapers endogenously choose reader prices, advertiser prices, and news-

paper quality (defined as the number of unique staff producing content). Following Gentzkow

et al. (2014), I assume that a newspaper is a firm.7 Readers choose up to two newspapers to

purchase each period. I further assume that a newspaper’s declared political affiliation is either

the same as or different from an individual reader’s affiliation. Newspaper political affiliations

are fixed over time, but the fraction of readers with aligning political affiliations changes exoge-

nously over time. A unit mass of advertisers chooses whether to advertise in each newspaper

and may value first reader views more than subsequent views.

The static game takes place in five stages. In the first stage, newspapers simultaneously

choose quality rjt.
8 Second, newspapers observe the current period’s distribution of affiliation

alignments {Aijt}j∈J, costs, and market size.9 Third, newspapers observe all qualities chosen

and simultaneously choose subscription prices pjt. Fourth, newspapers observe subscription

prices and choose advertising prices ajt. Fifth, readers choose which newspapers, if any, to

7 During my study period, most firms produced only one newspaper; 68.9% of newspapers in two-paper
markets from 1932 to 1992 were always owned by distinct firms.

8I assume quality is set before other variables influencing profits are observed to reflect how it is easier for
newspapers to adjust prices each period than it is to alter the many steps involved with adjusting content.

9I assume that affiliation alignment is fixed after entry. This approach to affiliation alignment is consistent
with the results in Gentzkow et al. (2011) that once set, newspaper political affiliation as measured by content
does not seem to shift much over time and that partisan newspapers do not affect party vote shares. The latter
does vary over time in my study period by market; the market-specific republican vote share has an average
standard deviation of 11% over my study period.
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purchase, and advertisers choose in which newspapers to buy advertising space. Profits are

realized at the end of the period.

5.2 Newspaper Supply

Firm j’s profits are (omitting the market subscript m):

πjt(p, r, a) =
(
pjt + ajtλjt(p, r, a)

)
qjt(p, r)− Cjt(qjt(p, r), rjt) (2)

where p, r, a are vectors containing all firms’ subscription prices, qualities, and advertising

prices, respectively. λjt(·) is the fraction of the unit mass of advertisers purchasing space in

paper j and depends on both characteristics influencing reader purchase decisions p, r and

prices faced by advertisers a. qjt is the number of readers purchasing paper j and does not

directly depend on ad prices. Cjt(pjt, rjt) is a cost function defined as

Cjt(pjt, rjt) = FC(rjt) +mcjtqjt (3)

FC(rjt) = γ0 + (γx,1 + γx,2rjt)rjt

mcjt is a per-period marginal cost. FC(rjt) is a per-period fixed cost that is increasing in the

amount of quality a firm chooses. I assume an increasing marginal cost of quality and that

there is no cost to adding more advertising within a given newspaper for tractability.

This profit function reflects how declines in circulation decreased newspaper revenues from

both readers and advertisers. In this specification, advertisers pay for each set of readers they

can reach, and advertising rates act as a per-reader subsidy. As such, revenues on both sides

of the market correlate directly with circulation, implying that decreases in circulation impact

both sides of the market.

5.3 Reader Demand

In my model, readers i may multihome and choose up to 2 newspapers or the outside option

in each period. Reader i in period t receives the following utility from purchasing newspaper j
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if newspaper j is the first newspaper purchased (omitting market subscript m):

Uijt = β0pjt + log(1 + rjt)β1 + Aijtβ2 + ξjt︸ ︷︷ ︸
=δjt+It

+εijt (4)

and receives the following utility from choosing the outside option:

Ui0t = It + εi0t (5)

where pjt is the annual subscription price, rjt is the number of unique paper staff, Aijt ∈ {0, 1} is

an indicator for whether a newspaper’s political affiliation aligns with a reader’s own affiliation.

It is the common value of the outside option, ξjt is an unobserved (to the econometrician)

newspaper- and period-specific characteristic (newspaper quality or “strength”), and εijt, εi0t

are Type I EV errors drawn iid across individuals, papers, markets, and periods. These εijt

errors represent how much readers value variety. Along with Aijt, they help capture horizontal

differentiation. The other variables ultimately affect vertical differentiation as a part of δjt+It =

β0pjt + log(1 + rjt)β1 + ξjt. I assume that the value of the outside option It changes discretely

for each market only in 1950 because this is when television became prevalent as an alternative.

Thus, It takes on one value per market for all periods t ≤ 1950 and another value for all periods

t > 1950. The evolution of ξjt captures any gradual changes in the appeal of the outside option

relative to a given paper.

Reader i experiences a marginal utility decrease of Γ ≥ 0 from purchasing a second paper

and purchases paper j with the following probability:

Pr(Uijt ≥ max
k∈ Jt

Uikt) +
∑
j′ 6=j

Pr

(
Uij′t ≥ Uijt ≥ max

k∈ Jt,k 6=j′
Uikt, Uijt − Γ ≥ Ui0t

)
(6)

where Jt ⊆ J is the set of active firms.
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5.4 Advertiser Demand

I assume a unit mass of advertisers l who independently choose whether to purchase advertising

space from each newspaper. Each advertiser earns the following revenue from each reader i:

1nl
it≥1 ×

(
αh + (nlit − 1)αl

)
(7)

where nlit ∈ {0, 1, 2} is the number of papers with advertiser l’s ad that i has purchased, 1nl
it≥1

is an indicator function for whether a reader purchased any paper with l’s advertisement, αh

is the value to the advertiser from the first time a reader sees its ad, and αl, 0 ≤ αl ≤ αh, is

the value to the advertiser from each subsequent viewing. Advertisers maximize the sum of

values over all ad views net the cost of advertising in each paper. See Gentzkow et al. (2014)

for further details on this specification of advertiser demand.

5.5 Equilibrium

The equilibrium concept I use in the stage game is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. I first

derive the competitive equilibrium working backwards from the last stage of the game. I then

discuss how a JOA changes these equilibrium decisions.

At the end of the period (last stage), reader demand is qjt = sjtMt where sjmt is the fraction

of the market buying newspaper j (“market penetration”), and Mt is the market size. In the

fourth stage, newspapers observe prices and qualities from the previous stages and choose

advertising prices as in Gentzkow et al. (2014):

a∗jt(p, r) = αhEjt(p, r) + αl(1−Ejt(p, r)) (8)

where Ejt(p, r) is the fraction of newspaper j’s readers who purchase only newspaper j. I focus

on pure strategy equilibria for the advertising game, and it follows that all advertisers purchase

from all newspapers in equilibrium and λjt = 1. Formulas for sjt and Ejt(p, r) are in Appendix

B.

In the third stage, newspapers observe qualities chosen in the previous stage and choose
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subscription prices that satisfy, for all papers:

p∗jt(r) = arg max
pjt

(pjt + ajt(p
∗, r∗))qjt(p

∗, r∗)− Ct(qjt(p∗, r∗), r∗jt) (9)

where p∗ is the vector of prices where this condition is satisfied for all firms. I assume newspa-

pers play pure strategies in the subscription price game.

In the second stage, newspapers choose qualities that satisfy for all papers:

r∗jt(r) = arg max
rjt

(pjt(r
∗) + ajt(p(r∗), r∗))qjt(p(r∗), r∗)− Ct(qjt(p(r∗), r∗), rjt) (10)

where r∗ is the vector of qualities where this condition is satisfied for all firms.10

5.6 Joint Operating Agreements

Under a JOA, newspapers coordinate on advertising prices and subscription prices but not on

quality. Papers in a JOA jointly set ad prices as:

aJOA,t = ajt = a−jt = ah

(
1− s0t∑
j∈Jt

sjt

)
+ al

(
1− 1− s0t∑

j∈Jt
sjt

)
(11)

where s0t is the share of the market purchasing no newspapers:

s0t =
1

1 +
∑

j∈Jt
exp(δjt)

(12)

and sjt is the market penetration of paper j defined in Appendix B (equation 34).

Firms set prices (vector p) to maximize:

p∗JOA = argmax
p

∑
j∈JJOA,t

(
(pjt + aJOA,mt(p

∗, r∗))qjt(p
∗, r∗)− Ct(qjt, r∗jt)

)
(13)

where JJOA,t is the set of firms in the JOA and r∗ is the vector of competitively set qualities

10For computational tractability, I currently calculate equilibrium quality choices using the following dis-
cretized quality space: rjt ∈ {0, 5, 10, . . . , 110} where the range of values is based on the max and min I observe
across all periods in the data. In some states of the world, I find that this game leads to multiple pure-strategy
equilibria. I currently assume that each equilibrium is chosen with equal probability and that firms base their
expected payoffs taking expectations over which equilibrium they could be playing. In the absence of a pure
strategy equilibrium, I calculate a mixed strategy equilibrium.
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chosen in the previous stage.

These equations highlight how price coordination enables newspapers to extract more sur-

plus from advertisers and readers. Newspapers now internalize the impact that subscription

prices have on readership overlap and how this decreases advertiser valuations of ad space.

They also internalize how subscription prices affect substitution across papers for readers who

choose to only purchase a single paper.

Notably, allowing readers to purchase multiple newspapers (“multi-homing” readers) may

lessen how much JOAs soften subscription price competition relative to a setting in which

readers can purchase only a single newspaper (“single-homing” readers). Newspapers faced

with multi-homing readers may already face softer subscription price competition absent a

JOA (relative to the single-homing) because readers may still purchase a second paper even at

a higher price. As such, under multi-homing readers, the loss in consumer surplus from higher

JOA prices may be smaller, and the possibility that JOAs can improve consumer welfare may

be higher. Moreover, assuming multi-homing readers in my model allows me to capture how

JOAs soften price competition among newspapers on the advertiser side of the market. In a

setting where readers only purchase one paper without additional assumptions about advertiser

behavior, newspapers would always charge monopoly prices (ajt = αh) to advertisers because

every view by a reader would be the first and only view.

The difference between JOAs and tacit collusion is also implicit in the optimal firm decisions

specified. In particular, this model focuses on optimal JOA prices and does not consider a

newspaper’s optimal deviation from these jointly set prices. I assume that unilateral deviations

(i.e., “cheating”) from JOA prices are not possible, because JOAs practically combine financial

functions across newspapers (Picard, 2007). Consequently, a newspaper would be able to

respond in the same period if its JOA partner deviated in price, and a deviation would be

equivalent to dissolving the JOA completely.

5.7 Estimation and Identification

I use a Generalized Method of Moments approach to estimate the parameters characterizing

reader and advertiser demand as well as newspapers’ fixed and marginal costs. Using these

estimated parameters, I then calculate equilibrium reader prices, advertiser prices, and qualities
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as specified in sections 5.5 and 5.6 and their corresponding profits.

For reader demand, I identify the price coefficient β0, the value of quality β1, and the

value of affiliation alignment β2 using variation in shares across monopoly markets and cost

shock instruments constructed from the Inland Press Cost Survey data. To account for the

endogeneity of a firm’s initial affiliation, I drop market-years with entry from the analysis.

Subsequently, I identify the overlap term Γ using variation in shares across two-firm markets. I

recover Imt+ ξjmt as the residual, where Imt is the mean of the residuals of all firms in the same

market pre- or post - 1950. I interpret Imt as a common exogenous shock to both firms, and

ξjmt as firm-specific, gradual deviations from this common shock. For further detail on how I

estimate reader demand see Appendix C.1.1.

With respect to advertiser demand, I identify ah using variation in revenues per reader

across monopoly markets and al using variation across duopoly markets. For further detail on

how I estimate advertiser demand see Appendix C.1.2.

I use the first order conditions implied by the firm’s profit maximization problem with

respect to prices and quantities in equations (9) and (10) to form moments identifying the cost

parameters mcjmt and γx,1, γx,2, respectively. mcjmt is identified by differences in average prices

across markets and periods not explained by other components of reader demand. γx,1, γx,2 are

identified by variation in quality choice across all papers and periods. I use a measure of income

per capita and vote shares over time as instruments, as firm quality choices are endogenous. I

do not have a moment that separately identifies the constant component of fixed costs γ0.

6 Dynamic Framework

In this section, I present a dynamic model of firm entry, exit, and JOA decisions that takes

the profits resulting from the static stage game in section 5 as given. Firms that join a JOA

or are currently in a JOA pay transfers negotiated over discounted stream payoffs. This model

endogenizes changes in ownership structures and competition that lead firms to choose different

product characteristics in the static stage game.
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6.1 Environment

This is a discrete-time, infinite-horizon model. Assuming that the setting is finite-horizon as in

Igami and Uetake (2020) imposes an exogenous “end date” on the industry, which runs contrary

to the goal of studying policies that extend firm and industry survival.

In this section, I focus on newspapers (firms) j that choose per-period actions Ajt defined

in section 5 and make long run decisions about market entry, market exit, and JOA status

to maximize expected discounted long-run stream profits. They also bargain over discounted

long-run payoffs to determine transfers when entering and currently in a JOA. For now, I also

limit the analysis to markets with less than or equal to two firms (64% of all markets with

any newspapers have ≤ 2 firms) for tractability. Table 2 indicates that these newspapers have

similar characteristics to those in larger markets.

Newspapers in market m and period t need only keep track of state variables Ωmt and Υmt to

determine the expected equilibrium static payoffs from section 5. Ωmt consists of the variables

I believe are key to understanding the tension between predatory and collusive incentives in

my model:

(i) the number of firms in the market nmt.

(ii) variables evolving independently of firm decisions ωmt = {Imt, {ξkmt}k∈Jm ,Mmt}, includ-

ing the value of the outside option Imt, a vector of firm-specific qualities (strengths) for

each potential incumbent firm {ξkmt}k∈Jm where ξkmt = ∅ if there is no incumbent firm k

in period t and Jm is the maximal set of possible firms,11 and market size Mmt.

(iii) the JOA status of the firms in the market joamt, which takes on value joamt = 1 if

firms are currently in a JOA (i.e., coordinating on price and paying transfers) and value

joamt = 0 otherwise.

Υmt includes the remaining variables (i.e., costs and the distribution of reader affiliations) firms

need to compute expected static profits. I assume that the state space (Ω×Υ) is discrete and

finite.

To simplify the state space for computation, I further assume that current period t values of

the variables in Ωmt are correlated with their previous period t−1 values whereas the variables

11Generally, Imt can be any variable(s) influencing aggregate demand, and ξkmt can be any variable(s) influ-
encing firm-specific demand.
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in Υmt are drawn i.i.d. per period. I allow the distribution of post-1950 values of Imt to depend

on its pre-1950 values. This allows for market access to television to be correlated with market

access to radio. By assuming that Imt evolves independent of local newspaper decisions, I

assume that radio, television, and national newspaper firms do not take local newspapers into

account when deciding on product provision; this is consistent with assumptions Fan (2013)

makes about national newspapers. I also assume that firms do not forecast the change in

the outside option. Firm strengths ξkmt evolve according to an exogenous first-order Markov

process. As such, the firm-specific state variable provides me with a way to study the impacts

of persistent asymmetries in firm strengths, as these firm-specific shocks generate asymmetric

firm revenues (and profits).

In addition to static payoffs, firms also account for scrap values, entry costs, and JOA entry

costs when calculating expected discounted stream payoffs. I assume that (i) newspapers have

rational expectations over scrap values φ, entry costs γ, and JOA entry costs κ, (ii) these values

and costs are drawn from independent distributions Fφ(·), Fγ(·), and Fκ(·), respectively, and

(iii) all these distributions have positive densities over connected supports and expectations

that exist. In practice, I will assume all three variables are drawn independently from separate

exponential distributions, which satisfies these properties. κ captures all present discounted

costs of being in a JOA, including any costs of contracting and cooperating.

Taking as given the expected static profits determined by Ωmt and Υmt and distributions

Fφ(·), Fγ(·), and Fκ(·), newspapers make decisions in two stages. In the first stage, newspapers

receive state-specific per-period payoffs, and play a market entry and exit game similar to that

described in Ericson and Pakes (1995) and Doraszelski and Satterthwaite (2010). The first

stage deviates from typical entry/exit games in that the per-period payoff includes a transfer

term endogenously determined by firms bargaining over how to split the expected gains from

being in a JOA relative to competing. In the second stage, I add to the standard entry/exit

game by giving firms the option of entering a JOA. Omitting the market subscript m and period

subscript t, the timing of two stages of the dynamic game is as follows:

Dynamic Game Stage 1: Stage 1 captures the market entry and market exit game.

1. Each firm in the market draws a new firm strength ξj. Incumbents and potential entrants

observe state variables Ω,Υ.
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2. If joa = 1 and there are gains to trade from remaining in a JOA, firms efficient 50-50

Nash bargain to determine transfers τJ,j(Ω), τJ,−j(Ω) and pay these transfers. If joa = 1

and there are no gains to trade,12 the JOA immediately dissolves.

3. Firm per-period static profits are realized.

4. Firms observe their private scrap values φ and (bindingly) decide whether to exit perma-

nently. Exit automatically ends any JOAs.

5. After x firms exit, if n− x < 2, there is one potential entrant who observes an iid private

entry cost γe but not its strength ξe, and decides whether or not to enter. If the potential

entrant enters, she pays γe and starts making profits in t + 1. If not, she disappears

forever.

Dynamic Game Stage 2: Stage 2 only occurs if joa = 0 and n = 2 after exit and entry

decisions are made in stage 1. When stage 2 does happen:

1. The 2 potential JOA firms observe the same individual cost of entering into a JOA κ > 0

and simultaneously decide whether or not to enter a JOA.13

2. If they enter, they each pay κ and then efficient 50-50 Nash bargain over dynamic payoffs

to determine initial transfers τ0,j(Ω), τ0,−j(Ω).

3. The JOA becomes effective in t+ 1.

This model captures a dynamic game where firms endogenously choose whether to enter,

whether to exit, and whether to join a JOA. I assume 50-50 Nash bargaining for simplicity, and

this assumption implies that firms split the total additional surplus from joining a JOA 50-50.

Once in a JOA, firms will continue to coordinate so long as expected aggregate discounted long-

run profits are higher than under competition (i.e., there are “gains to trade”). However, firms

may not join a JOA in the first place even if doing so increases expected discounted long-run

aggregate profits because JOA costs are sunk prior to bargaining and may be larger than the

expected discounted gains.

12Gains to trade are defined as the difference between discounted flow payoffs from being in a JOA this period
and not being in a JOA this period.

13I assume that firms face the same JOA cost in each market-period, since I cannot identify individual firm
costs. I only observe if the firms both found it profitable to enter a JOA or not.
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Given that variables in Υmt are drawn i.i.d. each period and the equilibrium concept I define

later in section 6.2.4, all newspapers in state Ωmt with strength ξjmt receive the same expected

payoffs and play the same static and dynamic equilibrium strategies. I use this property to

simplify notation throughout the rest of this section. Specifically, let j index that the firm’s

payoffs correspond to those of a firm with strength ξjmt. If n = 2, −j indicates that firm j has

a competitor whose payoffs correspond to having strength ξ−jmt. I omit the market subscript

m in the following discussion to simplify notation.

6.2 Firm Behavior

6.2.1 Incumbent Value Function

Incumbent firm j decides (i) whether to exit in stage 1, and (ii) whether to enter a JOA

in stage 2 to maximize its expected discounted stream of profits conditional on Ωt. These

decisions do not also condition on state variable(s) Υt, because Υt is drawn iid across periods

and independently of variables in Ωt. This implies that values of Υt are not informative about

values of Υt+1 and future discounted stream profits. As such, to simplify notation, define firm

j’s expected static per-period payoffs Π∗j in period t as a function of only state variables Ωt:

Π∗j(Ωt) =
∑
Υt

πj
(
A∗j (Ωt,Υt),Ωt,Υt

)
FΥ(Υt) (14)

where A∗j (Ωt,Υt) represents firm j’s equilibrium static stage game actions, πj
(
A∗j (Ωt,Υt),Ωt,Υt

)
the corresponding static stage game profits in state (Ωt,Υt), and FΥ(Υt) the probability Υt is

drawn each period.

Given these expected static per-period profits Π∗j(Ωt), the following Bellman Equation is

incumbent j’s expected value function at the start of stage 1 in period t:

Vj(Ωt) = Π∗j(Ωt)− τJ,j(Ωt) + Eφ[max{φ, V Cj(Ωt)}] (15)

where φ is a firm’s privately observed scrap value, drawn i.i.d. across markets, periods, and

firms from distribution Fφ. V Cj(Ωt) is firm j’s continuation value conditional on remaining in

the market which takes expectations over competitor exit, entry, and JOA state later in the

period as well as discounted future stream profits given that a firm started the period in state
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Ωt. For example, I define V Cj(·) for state (nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0) as follows:

V Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Ωt

) =P (χ−jt = 1|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0|χ−jt = 1)

+ P (χ−jt = 0, χet = 1|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0|χ−jt = 0, χet = 1)

+ P (χ−jt = 0, χet = 0|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0|χ−jt = 0, χet = 0)

(16)

where Ṽ Cj(Ωt|·) is firm j’s continuation value at the start of stage 2, P (·|Ωt) is the probability

of an event occurring in state Ωt, δ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount rate, χ−jt is an indicator for if firm

−j remains in the market, and χet is an indicator for if a potential entrant enters during the

current period. I define V Cj(·) for the remaining states in Appendix A.

Specifically, the continuation value evaluated at the start of stage 2 Ṽ Cj(·) is conditional

on the market entry and market exit decisions made in stage 1. If JOA entry is not possible

(i.e., firms are already in a JOA at the end of the period or there are fewer than 2 firms in the

market at the end of the period) at the start of stage 2, Ṽ Cj(·) takes expectations over the

evolution of the exogenous state variables ω given the number of firms in the market and joa

status at the end of the period.

Ṽ Cj(Ωt|JOA entry not possible) = δ
∑
Ωt+1

Vj(Ωt+1)P (Ωt+1|Ωt, χ−jt, χet, χjt = 1)

= δ
∑
ωt+1

Vj(nt+1,ωt+1, joat+1)P (ωt+1|ωt, χjt = 1) (17)

The second equality comes from ωt evolving independently of the number of firms and JOA

status and allowing for incumbent and new entrant firm strengths to be drawn from different

distributions.

When JOA entry is possible (i.e., there are 2 firms at the end of the period not already in
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a JOA) at the start of stage 2, Ṽ Cj(·) also includes firm j’s expectations over JOA entry.

Ṽ Cj(Ωt|JOA entry possible) =

Eκ

[
max

{
−κ− τ0,j(Ωt) + δ

∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1 = 1))P (ωt+1|ωt, χjt = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enter JOA

,

δ
∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1 = 0))P (ωt+1|ωt, χjt = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Don’t enter JOA

}]
(18)

Equation 18 highlights (i) how tensions between predatory and collusive incentives impact firm

j’s decision whether to join a JOA, and (ii) how considering transfers affects these tensions.

Through Ṽ Cj(·), the continuation value V Cj(·) reflects how joining a JOA in t decreases its

competitor’s probability of exit in t+ 1 and thus the probability of making monopoly profits in

t+2, capturing predatory incentives against joining a JOA. It also captures collusive incentives

in that firms make higher expected static profits Πj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1 = 1) in t + 1 from

joining a JOA. Vj(·) is also a function of within-JOA transfers τJ,j(Ωt). Therefore, firm j’s

returns to entering a JOA depend on both τ0,j(Ωt) and the expected present discounted sum of

τJ,j(·). Depending on how the transfer is determined, the transfer can offset predatory incentives

for firm j by allocating firm j more of the gains to trade.

In particular, I assume that newspapers determine transfers via 50-50 Nash bargaining and

that transfers paid during a JOA τJ,j(Ωt) and when entering a JOA τ0,j(Ωt) by firm j to firm

−j in this game are functions of the value functions Vj(Ωt) and V−j(Ωt). As in Lee and Fong

(2013), I model bargaining over discounted stream payoffs because there is a cost to switching

between the non-JOA and JOA states. The transfer paid by firm j when entering a JOA is:14

τ0,j(Ωt) = argmax
τ̂

[
(V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)− V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0))−τ̂

]
×[

V Cb,−j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)− V Cb,−j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0))+τ̂

]
(19)

where

V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1) = δ
∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1))P (ωt+1|ωt, χjt = 1) (20)

14Both firms end up splitting the JOA entry cost evenly when I assume 50-50 efficient nash bargaining for
any arbitrary initial split of the shared cost. For simplicity, I assume both firms draw the same entry cost κ.
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Firms also determine τJ,j(Ωt) via 50-50 efficient Nash bargaining. The main distinction is

that bargaining within a JOA happens at the start of the period and thus occurs instead over

the sum of the expected static profits Πj(Ωt) and the expected max over firms’ exit decisions

Eφ[max{φ, V Cj(Ωt)}]. See Appendix A for further details.

The bargaining equation 19 reflects how transfers do not maximize firms’ joint probability of

survival. Moreover, it highlights how a firm’s predatory incentives enter into the gains to trade.

Firm j’s outside option to joining a JOA V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0)) includes expectations

over becoming a monopolist in period t+ 2. The larger the probability and value of becoming

a monopolist for either firm, the lower the gains to trade. As such, the predatory incentive

decreases the gains to trade from joining a JOA and the ability of transfers to increase incentive

compatibility and survival for both firms.

6.2.2 Entrant Value Function

A potential entrant e compares the following value of entry to its observed entry cost γe in

stage 1:

V E(Ωt, xt) =

1(nt − xt = 1)×

Eκ

[
max

{
−κ− τ0,e + δ

∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1 = 1))P (ωt+1|ωt, χet = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enter JOA

,

δ
∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 2,ωt+1, joat+1 = 0))P (ωt+1|ωt, χet = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Don’t enter JOA

}]

+ 1(nt − xt = 0)×

δ
∑
ωt+1

(Vj(nt+1 = 1,ωt+1, joat+1 = 0))P (ωt+1|ωt, χet = 1) (21)

where I allow the entrant type in the first period after entry to be drawn from a different

distribution (i.e., I allow for P (ωt+1|ωt, χet = 1) 6= P (ωt+1|ωt, χjt = 1)). I assume that the

initial entrant type ξet is drawn independently with probability fe(ξet) at the end of the period

from distribution Fξe(·). Equation (21) reflects how a potential entrant observes exit decisions

made by incumbents earlier in stage 1. It also captures how a potential entrant will have the

option of joining a JOA if it will be the second firm in the market (nt − xt = 1) and how this
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option does not exist if it becomes a monopolist right after entry (nt − xt = 0).

Since bargaining with a new entrant occurs before the entrant draws its individual strength

ξet, JOA entry transfers τ0,e, τ0,−e between a new entrant and incumbent can take on different

values from transfers between two incumbents:

τ0,e(Ω) = argmax
τ̂

[
(
∑
ξet

V Cb,e(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)fe(ξet)−

∑
ξet

V Cb,e(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0))fe(ξet)−τ̂
]

×
[
(
∑
ξet

V Cb,−e(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)fe(ξet)−

∑
ξet

V Cb,−e(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0))fe(ξet)+τ̂

]
(22)

I allow new entrants in stage 1 to join a JOA in stage 2, because I observe this once in the data

and do not rule this possibility out in the timing of the model. I assume that entrant strengths

are unknown until the start of the next period to reflect how it takes time for a new paper’s

popularity to be observed or realized.

6.2.3 State Transition Probabilities

Assume that firm strength ξjt evolves according to transition probabilities Pξ(ξjt+1|ξjt) and that

market size Mt evolves according to transition probabilities PM(Mt+1|Mt). Further assume

that It transitions post 1950 according to transition probabilities PI(Ipost|Ipre) and otherwise

continues to take on the same value (It+1 = It). Given that It,Mt, ξjt evolve independently and

that market entry cost, scrap value, and JOA entry cost are drawn independently each period,

the state space transition function is:

PΩ(Ωt+1|Ωt) =PI(It+1|It)× PM(Mt+1|Mt)×
∏
j∈J

Pξ(ξjt+1|nt, ξjt)× Pn,joa(nt+1, joat+1|Ωt) (23)

By the above assumptions, PΩ(·) is continuous in nt, joat, It, Mt, and {ξjt}j∈J. The number

of firms and JOA status evolve jointly, because joat+1 = 1 is possible only when nt+1 = 2.
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6.2.4 Markov Perfect Equilibrium

The equilibrium concept I use is Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) as defined by Maskin and

Tirole (1988a,b). When firms are symmetric, I assume that the equilibrium is symmetric. Under

MPE, agents’ beliefs over the evolution of Ωt match the true evolution of Ωt. Furthermore, firms

choose optimal exit, entry, and JOA strategies given their beliefs over the evolution of Ωt. This

implies that:

• Firm j chooses to exit according the following cutoff rule: exit if φ > V Cj(Ωt).

• A potential entrant enters if γe < V E(Ωt, xt).

• Firm j agrees to join a JOA agreement if

−κ− τ0,j(Ωt) + V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Enter JOA

≥ V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Don’t enter JOA

A JOA only occurs if both candidate firms agree to join.

As discussed by Doraszelski and Satterthwaite (2010), these strategies can be described by exit,

entry , and JOA entry probabilities, respectively. Let Ω be the (finite) set of all possible values

of Ωt. Then, I can define the exit probability as prx : Ω → [0, 1], the entry probability as

pre : Ω→ [0, 1], and the JOA entry probability as prJ : Ω→ [0, 1].

Equilibrium existence in this setting comes from a slight modification to the existence proof

in Doraszelski and Satterthwaite (2010). My setting differs from Doraszelski and Satterthwaite

(2010) in that I: (i) do not have firm investment, (ii) allow for an aggregate state It, (iii) allow

for JOA entry costs that are drawn i.i.d. over periods, and (iv) allow for efficient transfers

that are functions of the value function. Kalouptsidi (2014) discusses how (i) and (ii) preserve

equilibrium existence. Under (iii), equilibrium existence still holds, because JOA entry and JOA

dissolution both have unique cutoff strategies. Transfers in my setting satisfy the properties

listed in Lee and Fong (2013) that are sufficient to preserve the continuity and single-valued

conditions that the firm best-response correspondence function needs to satisfy for Brouwer’s

fixed point theorem to guarantee equilibrium existence. For further detail on how (iii) and (iv)

preserve equilibrium existence, see Appendix A
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Similar to other dynamic games with entry and exit, I cannot rule out that multiple equi-

libria may exist in this game. In simulations both using arbitrarily chosen parameters and

estimates from my newspaper application, I have found that the Pakes and McGuire (1994)

algorithm consistently finds the same equilibrium regardless of initial starting values.

7 Estimation

In the spirit of other two-step dynamic games estimators (e.g., Bajari et al. 2007; Pakes et al.

2007), I divide estimation into two steps: 1) “offline” policy functions, within-JOA transfers,

and Markov state transition matrices, and 2) dynamic game parameters characterizing the scrap

value, entry cost, and JOA entry cost distributions that require me to recover continuation

values using the “offline” objects from step 1. I take the static profits estimated in section 5.7

as given.

7.1 Step 1: Offline Parameters

I discretize the state space and parametrically estimate the exit, entry, and JOA entry policy

functions (p̂rx, p̂re, p̂rJ).15 In particular, following Kalouptsidi (2014), I use low order polyno-

mials to approximate how each policy function and within-JOA transfers16 vary with the state

space. My specifications are sufficiently predictive and reflect the expected relationships with

the state variables.

For example, I find that firm j’s exit probability is decreasing in its own strength, lower

if it is in a JOA, and increasing in the number of competitors it has. This is consistent with

the probability of exit decreasing if the current state implies lower static profits and increasing

if the current state implies higher static profits. Additionally, I parametrize the within-JOA

transfer a firm j pays as a function of how much stronger that firm is than its competitor (i.e.,

ξj − ξ−j) and find that this transfer is decreasing in firm j’s relative strength.

Using the estimated binomial entry and exit probabilities p̂rx, p̂re, JOA entry probabilities

p̂rJ , and nonparametrically estimated transition probabilities for the value of the outside option

15While these policy functions would be preferably estimated non-parametrically as in Pakes et al. (2007), data
limitations in the form of unevenly distributed observations across the state space necessitate parametrization.

16I parametrize within-JOA transfers because I observe few active JOAs (n < 20) for which contract details
are available in my estimation sample
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I, firm strengths ξj, and market size M , I then estimate a state transition matrix M̂ ι for the

incumbent conditional on firm j remaining in the market based off of equation 23. I generate

the entrant Markov matrix M̂ e by multiplying M̂ ι by an estimated distribution of possible

entrant types F̂ξe(·) from which entrant types are drawn iid and independently of all other

state variables conditional on entry.

For further detail on how I discretize the state space, parametrize p̂rx, p̂re, p̂rJ , the results

of these parametizations, and formulas for how I estimate the state transition matrix, see

Appendix C.2.

7.2 Step 2: Dynamic Parameters

Given my offline estimates of the policy functions, within-JOA transfers, Markov transition

matrices, and profits, I can: (i) recover continuation values, (ii) use these continuation values to

calculate model-implied policy functions, and (iii) use these policy functions to form moments

for estimation. I assume that δ = 0.815 and that scrap values, entry costs, and JOA entry

costs are all drawn from exponential distributions with mean parameters µφMt, µe, and µκ,

respectively. Define θ = {µφ, µe, µκ}.17 That the mean of the scrap value distribution is µφMt

implies that firm scrap value draws are correlated with market size Mt.

7.2.1 Continuation Value

Define Vj(Ω; θ) and V Cj(Ω; θ) as the value function and continuation value specified in equation

15 for state Ω and firm j, evaluated at parameters θ. For a given set of parameters θ, I derive

the Bellman equation expressed as a continuation value by working backwards from the stage

2 payoffs of the dynamic game. In stage 2, firms only have the option of joining a JOA if there

are 2 firms in the market that are not already in a JOA. Letting xt = x and xt+1 = x′ for

some variable x, firm j will agree to join a JOA if the returns to joining a JOA net initial JOA

17Note, µ∗φ = µφ− γ0
1−δ is the true mean of the scrap value distribution. However, I estimate µφ, as γ0 cannot

be separately identified. The same applies to µe, µκ. I assume δ = 0.954 = 0.815, as each period in this game
lasts four years. Market and time subscripts are omitted in this subsection.
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transfers τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)) and JOA entry costs κ exceed returns to not joining:

− τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ))− κ+ δ
∑
ω′

Vj(n
′ = 2,ω′, joa′ = 1)P (ω′|n′ = 2,ω, joa′ = 1, χj = 1)

≥ δ
∑
ω′

Vj(n
′ = 2,ω′, joa′ = 0)P (ω′|n′ = 2,ω, joa′ = 0, χj = 1) (24)

where the transfer τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)) is determined by efficient Nash bargaining over the non-cost

(and non-transfer) payoff terms from equation 24.18

If firm j is either a monopolist or already in a JOA in stage 2, firm j receives:

δ
∑
ω′

Vj(n
′,ω′, joa′)P (ω′|n′,ω, joa′, χj = 1) (25)

which does not include the option of joining a JOA, a transfer term, or a JOA cost term.

Combining these stage 2 payoffs with the estimated policy functions (p̂rx, p̂re, p̂rJ), within-

JOA transfers (τ̂J,j), Markov transition matrices (M̂ ι), and profits (Π̂j), I can now write the

Bellman equation for firm j from stage 1 of the dynamic game in terms of estimated continuation

values:

V̂ Cj(θ) = δM̂ ι

(
(Π̂j − τ̂J,j)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Period payoff

+p̂rx E[φ|φ ≥ V̂ Cj(θ)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expected payoff if exit

+(1− p̂rx)(V̂ Cj(θ))

)
− gj

(
V̂ Cj(θ)

)
(26)

where gj(·) is a function of V̂ Cj(θ) that accounts for how firms now also take expectations over:

(i) the probability of joining a JOA and having to pay the associated costs and transfers in

stage 2 of the dynamic game, as well as (ii) competitor market exit and entry behavior in stage

1. If gj(V̂ Cj(θ)) = 0 or a constant, I arrive back at the standard Pakes et al. (2007) estimation

procedure. I provide the full formula for gj(·) in Appendix C.3.

Including transfers makes the incumbent continuation value a non-linear operator. A fixed

point to equation 26 still exists, since it is a continuous function on a closed and bounded

space. However, without additional restrictions, I am not guaranteed a unique V̂ Cj(θ) for a

given set of previously estimated policy functions, within JOA transfers, and profits. I derive

sufficient conditions on p̂rJ , p̂rx, p̂re, and δ in Appendix D for which equation 26 is a contraction

18See Appendix C.3 for the equation defining this transfer.
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mapping. Whether a unique solution exists depends on the chosen discount factor δ and the

probabilities, estimated “offline” in step 1, that the unobserved transfer occurs in a given state

(Ω). Since I estimate the relevant probabilities prior to the continuation values, I can evaluate

whether the conditions hold before implementing a fixed point algorithm in step 2. The smaller

the value of δ, the larger the estimated step 1 probabilities under which a contraction mapping

is guaranteed. I also find in my Monte Carlo simulations that a unique solution may still exist

even when my derived sufficient conditions are not satisfied.

Given V̂ Cj(θ), I can estimate a potential entrant’s expected returns to entry V̂ E(θ). Since

entry happens after exit decisions are made but before firms decide whether to enter into a JOA,

the potential entrant’s expected returns to entering at the end of stage 1 include expectations

over whether it joins a JOA in stage 2.19

7.2.2 Moments

For a given θ, I can recover estimated model-implied policy functions using the estimated

continuation value vector V̂ Cj(θ) from equation 26 and entrant continuation value vector V̂ E(θ)

from equation 43. Define the model-implied policy functions for exit, entry , and JOA entry

in state i as prx(V̂ Cj(Ωi; θ)), pre(V̂ E(Ωi; θ)), and prJ(V̂ Cj(Ωi; θ)), respectively. Let their

empirical counterparts estimated in step 1 be p̂rx(Ωi), p̂re(Ωi), p̂rJ(Ωi).

Then, to estimate θ, I can form the following vector of moments matching the model-implied

policy functions for market exit, market entry, and JOA entry with their empirical counterparts:

ψ7(θ) =


1
L

∑L
i=1[prx(V̂ Cj(Ωi; θ))− p̂rx(Ωi)]

1
L

∑L
i=1[(pre(V̂ E(Ωi; θ))− p̂re(Ωi)]

1
L

∑L
i=1[(prJ(V̂ Cj(Ωi; θ))− p̂rJ(Ωi)]


where L = 2, 205 is the total number of states in Ω. Since I have three parameters and three

moments, this system is just-identified.

19See Appendix C.3 for the equation defining the expected value of entry V̂ E(θ).
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8 Results

In this section, I first present my estimated model primitives and then discuss the reader

and newspaper per-period payoffs implied by these estimates. Reader surplus across states

demonstrates how under a JOA, consumers and policymakers give up additional consumer

surplus now to hopefully avoid even larger decreases in consumer surplus if the market becomes a

monopoly market in the future. Comparing period payoffs across JOA, non-JOA, and monopoly

states motivates why the stronger newspaper faces predatory incentives even after transfers are

made when the firms are more asymmetric, because the increase in payoff from becoming a

monopolist in t+ 2 can still exceed the increase from JOA payoffs in t+ 1.

8.1 Model Primitives

Table 6 shows my static parameter estimates corresponding to reader demand, advertiser de-

mand, and supply-side costs. I display the distributions of the outside option pre- and post-

1950 in figure 2a. For both single- and two-firm markets, the outside option value distribution,

converted to dollar terms, shifts to the right after 1950. As such, my estimates account for how

expanded access to television in 1950 hurt newspaper profits by providing readers with another

valuable outside option in addition to radio. Figures 2b and 2c show how the distribution of

annual newspaper strengths evolve in the radio era pre-1950 and the television era post-1950,

respectively. Within both eras, the distribution of firm strengths shifts downwards, reflecting

potential quality improvements or increased appeal of radio and television relative to individ-

ual papers over time that would have led consumers to increasingly substitute towards these

outside options after the initial technologies became available.

I translate these parameters into average revenues, consumer surplus, prices, and number

of unique staff (quality), weighting over all possible states Ω equally, in table 7. The static

payoffs reflect how static profits increase and consumer surplus decreases in the amount of firm

market power. Beneath the reported expected consumer surplus under each market structure I

decompose how changes in endogenous product characteristics contribute to changes in expected

consumer (reader) surplus. Moving from competition to JOA, consumer surplus decreases due

to higher prices and decreased quality in states where consumers value marginal increases in

quality more. The latter compositional effect is why expected consumer surplus, averaged
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across all states also decreases due to quality even though mean quality increases slightly.

Going from JOA to monopoly, firms have incentives to slightly decrease prices and increase

qualities in order to increase the number of readers they attract and make higher advertising

revenues. However, I find that the expected consumer welfare increase from lower prices and

higher quality under monopoly is offset by the welfare loss from decreased access to variety.

Notably, loss in consumer surplus when going from a JOA to a single-paper monopoly works

through two channels when consumers can purchase multiple newspapers. First, consumer

surplus decreases because they have fewer options. Second, consumer surplus decreases because

consumers who would purchase multiple papers can no longer do so.

Tables 8 and 9 display average product characteristics weighted to reflect how often each

non-JOA state20 appears in my estimation sample of firms from market-years with ≤ 2 firms.

In table 8, I find that the predicted average subscription and advertising prices for my sample

increase with observed market power and that quality drops, on average, in states with monop-

olies. This is qualitatively consistent with the reduced form descriptives in table 4. Note, the

monopoly numbers are not direct counterfactuals for the competition and JOA values, since

I do not account for how firms select into becoming monopoly markets from competition and

JOA states in this table. Consumers in markets with monopolist newspapers have higher ex-

pected surplus due to exogenous components such as firm strength leading to a monopoly firm

that provides high value to consumers relative to the outside option. Table 9 shows that my

model-predicted median characteristics are similar to the median characteristics in my data and

that the predicted and observed distributions overlap substantially. However, that my model-

predicted means are higher indicates that my model jointly overpredicts price and quality in

some states Ω.

Using these static payoffs, I then recover the primitives of the dynamic game. Table 10

shows the point estimates for the means of the scrap value, entry cost, and JOA entry cost

distributions. As a validation exercise, I compare the observed average number of firms per

market in the 208 markets starting with 2 firms in 1932 to what the model primitives predict

in figure 3, since one of the main goals of the model is to rationalize the decrease in the average

number of firms per market over time. I find that the model generally predicts the evolution

20I use the same weights to calculate the average product characteristics under competition and under JOA
to get comparable characteristics
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of average firms per market from 1932 to 1992, with a slight underprediction of exit in the

latter periods. Furthermore, I look at how the revenue/loss shares implied by my model match

those observed in my data in figure 4. The model-predicted revenue-loss shares fit the observed

shares on average, and the best fit line mapping predicted and observed shares to one another

has a slope of 1.046 and 95% confidence interval (0.948, 1.143).

8.2 Payoffs

8.2.1 Readers

Figure 5 displays static expected reader surplus under competition (panel 5a), the change in

surplus comparing competition and JOA (panel 5b), and the change in surplus comparing com-

petition and monopoly (panel 5c) by pairs of firm strengths. Since readers choose newspapers

independently each period, comparing the static losses in reader surplus relative to competition

under (i) monopoly and (ii) JOA reflects the tradeoff faced by policymakers when evaluating

the impacts of JOAs on discounted flow reader surplus.

The figure shows that the decreases in reader surplus under a JOA are often much smaller

than the decreases under a firm 1 monopoly. These differences illustrate how readers can

benefit from JOAs in the long run if JOAs can sustain variety. By giving up some reader

surplus now under a JOA, policymakers and readers can avoid even greater future surplus

decreases when firm exit leads to monopoly. Whether this improves reader surplus in the long

run depends on how much JOAs postpone firm exit in the dynamic game. The exception to

JOAs being better for readers than monopoly markets is when the surviving monopolist is

of higher quality/strength than the exiting firm. This exception highlights the importance of

allowing for prices and qualities to be endogenous to market structure. For example, I find

that when the monopolist is of strength 3, firm 2 with strength 1 exiting leads to an increase in

reader surplus relative to competition. Table 7’s decomposition of changes in consumer surplus

implies that in these states newspapers would rather give up more surplus to readers in terms

of lower prices and higher qualities in return for being able to extract more for advertisers.
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8.2.2 Newspapers

While ownership structure helps determine reader surplus, reader surplus is also endogenous

to long-run firm decisions. In figure 6, I describe the firm static and per-period payoffs for the

dynamic game. Though competitive and monopoly per-period payoffs in the dynamic game

are equivalent to the static profits earned in each state, the JOA payoffs include a transfer

term determined by bargaining over discounted stream payoffs. Panels (6a), (6c), and (6d)

show firm 1’s static profits under different ownership structures without including transfers.

Panel 6b displays the transfers paid by firm 1 to firm 2.21 Panels (6e) and (6f) show firm 1’s

incremental payoffs, including transfers, from moving from competition to JOA and JOA to

monopoly respectively.

Comparing payoffs under these three possible ownership structures highlights how a repeated

games framework changes the usual static intuition about price coordination. Even though JOA

payoffs are generally higher than competitive payoffs, the monopoly gains in panel 6d are even

higher than the JOA gains in panel 6c. Moreover, panels (6e) and (6f) reveal this holds even

post-transfer. This highlights that even after allowing for transfers, firms may still experience

predatory incentives when deciding whether or not to enter into a JOA with a competitor

because they cannot contract over future realized increases in competitor strength. Gains from

monopoly payoffs in the more distant future can dominate gains from joining a JOA now if a

firm is patient and continuing to compete instead of entering a JOA increases its rival’s exit

probability sufficiently.

However, the transfers shown in panel 6b reveal that, conditional on the initial allocation

of static JOA profits, the stronger firm does not always receive (positive) transfers from the

weaker firm to offset its predatory incentives. In particular, the increase in firm 1’s continuation

value from not entering a JOA and increasing firm 2’s probability of exit may not be enough to

offset firm 1’s pre-transfer increase in static payoffs from entering into a JOA being larger that

of firm 2. As such, firm 1 may still have to pay transfers to firm 2 to offset this discrepancy in

initial allocation of JOA static profits.

Given these firm payoffs and the parameters in table 10, I examine the conditional expected

values in figure 7 to see if the estimated payoffs, continuation values, and parameters yield

21A negative number means firm 1 receives a net positive amount in transfers.
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values consistent with observed newspaper firm valuations taken from separate sources. These

conditional expected values are the values that firms are expected to pay or receive, given

that they find choosing a certain action (i.e., entry, exit, joining JOA) optimal. I collected a

series of newspaper firm valuations reported in Editor and Publisher Magazine as firm sales

values. These valuations are shown in table 11 and are on the magnitude of between $100

million and $300 million. The ranges of the conditional expected scrap value and entry cost

distributions shown in figures 7a, 7b are of a similar magnitude. Panel 7a shows the distribution

of conditional expected entry costs weighted by how often each state appears in the data. In

other words, panel 7a describes the distribution of expected entry costs firms would have found

it optimal pay across different states of the world observed in the data. Panels 7b and 7c

conduct similar exercises, describing expected scrap values at which firms will find it optimal

to exit and costs at which firms will find it optimal to join a JOA, respectively. That the

distribution of conditional expected entry costs and JOA costs are so low in magnitude reflects

that the probability of market entry and joining a JOA are low according to the exponential

distribution parameters shown in Table 10. The generally low JOA entry costs are plausibly

consistent with legal fees required to draw up and sign the agreement and potentially some

moving costs of setting up a joint financial office.

9 Counterfactuals

I use the model and estimates to assess the welfare implications of different ways of implementing

JOAs as a policy. First, I calculate the impact of JOAs as implemented historically, allowing

price coordination and with a positive expected cost of JOA entry relative to banning JOAs

completely. Second, I calculate a counterfactual making joining JOAs costless to newspapers.

Third, I examine what could occur when JOAs are costless and allow quality coordination in

addition to price coordination (also relative to banning JOAs). Given that I observe that the

impact of JOAs is quite heterogeneous across markets in the daily newspaper industry, I use

also the estimates and model to explore conditions under which JOAs as a policy could have a

larger effect.
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9.1 Motivating Alternative JOA Implementations

In addition to allowing me to evaluate the historical welfare implications of JOAs, the model

and estimates also suggest alternative implementations that could improve the efficacy of JOAs

in sustaining multiproduct markets. Specifically, I find a wedge between when JOAs are more

effective at sustaining variety and when newspapers are most likely to enter into JOAs. I show

a comparison between the two scenarios in figure 8.

Panel 8a measures the impact of JOAs on variety as the percentage point increase in number

of 2-firm markets. I compare the percentage of 2-firm markets remaining in 1992 when all firms

are forced into JOAs to when firms are never allowed to enter into JOAs. This exercise looks

at how much JOAs could increase variety if the decision whether to enter a JOA were not

available. Panel 8b shows the corresponding probabilities of firms joining a JOA when I allow

for endogenous JOA entry decisions. That these two panels are different emphasizes that states

in which JOAs increase product variety more are not always the same as states in which firms

have stronger incentives to enter into JOAs. Specifically, I find that the probability two firms

enter a JOA is monotonically increasing in both firm strengths but that the same relationship

does not hold for how much JOAs increase joint firm survival probabilities. In particular, joint

survival probabilities can sometimes increase as one firm becomes weaker than the other.

This wedge between when firms want to enter into JOAs and how effective JOAs are at

increasing the joint survival probabilities occurs in part because the transfers negotiated help

incentivize firms to enter into JOAs but do not take into account the JOAs impact on joint firm

survival. The former depends only on the firms’ joint increase in total discounted flow payoffs

from entering into a JOA. The latter depends on the percentage increase in per-period payoffs

each firm experiences from entering into a JOA. Figure 6 shows that the weaker firm generally

experiences a greater fraction (or percentage) increase in per-period payoffs (including transfers)

from entering a JOA, motivating why, conditional entering, JOAs can increase the joint survival

probabilities of relatively asymmetric firms more. Intuitively, the weaker firm benefits (when

exit probabilities are not “too” high22) from the possibility of becoming stronger in the future.

I discuss how considering whether or not firms have the same or different political alignment

(i.e., an observable and persistent source of horizontal differentiation) affects this analysis in

22I discuss what I mean by “too high” in section 9.4
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Appendix E. Generally, I find evidence that the majority of local newspaper markets being same

affiliation markets could have also played a role in decreasing the impact of allowing JOAs on

joint paper survival and that the wedge looks similar across both affiliation alignments.

One way to increase incentives for relatively asymmetric firms to enter JOAs is to signif-

icantly reduce the cost of JOA entry. In practice, such a reduction could take the form of

diminished legal requirements or government subsidies covering any initial contracting or cap-

ital costs of implementing a JOA. Given this potentially straightforward policy application,

I focus on the welfare implications of eliminating costs to JOA entry in the counterfactual

exercises.

9.2 Comparing Alternative JOA Implementations

Table 12 reports the results of the counterfactual policy simulations.23 Column 1 compares

allowing JOAs with price coordination and the estimated JOA entry costs to banning JOAs.

Columns 2 and 3 make the same comparison for costless JOAs (with price coordination) and

costless JOAs that allow quality coordination in addition to price coordination. Row 1 reports

how much each policy could have increased the number of remaining markets with two firms

in 1992. These results indicate that policymakers were overly optimistic about the degree to

which JOAs could help sustain multifirm markets. I find that JOAs as historically implemented

increased the percentage of 2-firm markets remaining in 1992 by only 0.04% (< 1 market).

Through incentivizing more asymmetric firms to join JOAs, eliminating most of the costs

associated with JOA entry (e.g., legal) could have produced a 1.66% (approx. 22 markets out

of my 1,324 market sample) increase in the number of remaining 2-firm markets in 1992.

Row 2 of table 12 shows the average change in consumer surplus per person across all

markets (and all periods within each market) corresponding to each policy. This average

change in consumer surplus can be negative because: (i) there are markets in which firms

enter into JOAs but JOAs do not increase firm survival, and (ii) there are markets in which

firms enter into JOAs and consumers do not value the additional periods of variety enough to

offset higher JOA prices. The change in consumer surplus is increasingly negative as JOAs

become increasingly appealing because firms in markets with lower increases in total surplus

23 See Appendix F for further detail on how I set up these simulations.
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from JOAs start selecting into JOAs. The average in consumer surplus can be positive when

the reader valuation of continued access to variety dominates.

While as the “fourth estate,” newspapers plausibly have a social welfare benefit uninternal-

ized by consumers (readers), table 12 captures only the internalized value of news variety to

consumers. However, row 2 provides how much a social planner maximizing consumer surplus

would have to value a variety externality per reader, per period in order to implement each

policy. In order for a social planner to sanction firms freely entering into JOAs, they would

have to value the variety externality at minimally $4.44 per reader. A social planner would

require a higher externality to justify increasing amounts of market power short of merger.

9.3 Robustness: Bargaining Parameter

Since the bargaining parameter affects equilibrium transfers and consequently when firms choose

to enter into JOAs and their JOA per-period payoffs, I separately estimate a bargaining pa-

rameter that allows the stronger firm in an agreement to have more bargaining power than

the weaker firm. I find similar qualitative results to when I estimate the model and calculate

counterfactuals assuming 50-50 Nash bargaining. Even under a weaker bargaining power for

the weaker firm, I find a wedge between when firms want to enter JOAs and when JOAs most

extend joint survival probabilities.

To allow for bargaining power that deviates from 50-50, I parameterize firm j’s bargaining

parameter in period t as:

νjt =
1

1 + exp(−ν̄(ξjt − ξ−jt))
∈ [0, 1] (27)

where ν̄ ≥ 0. Note, for ν̄ = 0 this parametrization implies 50-50 bargaining. I estimate ν̄ by

forming an additional moment matching the transfers implied by my model to those implied by

the JOA contract revenue shares I observe in the data. I estimate ˆ̄ν = 0.067 which implies that

the weakest firm of type 1 in a JOA paired with a strongest firm of type 5 has a bargaining

parameter of 0.41. The strongest firm in that same JOA would have a bargaining parameter

of 0.59.

Figure 9 displays the wedge between JOA entry incentives and how much JOAs extend

joint firm survival. Though the levels of changes to joint survival probabilities are slightly
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higher,24 panel (9a) is qualitatively similar to panel (8a) with asymmetric firms sometimes

experiencing greater increases in joint survival probability than relatively more symmetric firms.

This indicates that even with transfers allocating less of the long-run gains from entering a

JOA to the weaker firm, the resulting per-period payoff is still proportionately large enough to

further delay both firms’ exit probabilities. However, incentives to enter a JOA are qualitatively

different under this parameterization. In particular, asymmetric firm pairs now have much lower

probabilities of entering into JOAs. This is consistent with each firm drawing from the same

JOA cost distribution and sinking these costs ahead of time. Allowing for firms to bargain over

JOA costs would lead panel (9b) to further resemble panel (8b).25

9.4 When Could JOAs Matter More?

In the newspaper setting, I find heterogeneity across markets that has implications for the

efficacy of JOAs in sustaining variety. Consequently, I use the model and estimates to explore

circumstances under which the policy could have a larger effect on variety (via increasing the

number of surviving 2-firm markets after 16 periods). In figure 10, I show that as the value of

the available outside option increases, exit rates increase and changes in variety sustained are

non-monotonic. On one hand, JOAs are ineffective when the outside option and exit rates are

too low because there is little scope to decrease exit probabilities. On the other hand, JOAs are

also less effective when the value of the outside option is very high and the probability of exit

is high, because a high outside option limits how much static profits can increase under JOAs.

As such, under a high outside option, profits cannot increase enough to significantly reduce exit

rates. Thus, figure 10 indicates that the distinction between failing and flailing is practically

important. If firms are truly failing and exit is imminent in the next period, as opposed to

likely occur sometime in the next 20 years, JOAs as a policy have a limited effectiveness, and

policymakers should consider alternative interventions.

Consequently, consumers in industries and markets experiencing moderate declines could

potentially benefit from JOAs. On one hand, hospitals and airlines are potential examples if

24This occurs because the additional payoffs allocated to the stronger firm increase the stronger firm’s survival
probability by more than enough to offset the impact of the corresponding slight decrease in the weaker firm’s
survival probability on the joint survival probability of both firms (relative to the transfers implied by 50-50
nash bargaining). Higher values of ν̄ lead to similar patterns but lower increases in joint survival.

25Allowing for bargaining over unobserved costs in my model would also substantially complicate estimation
and computation.
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they face lower exit rates compared to newspapers as a result of more moderate changes in

average profits and consumers highly value the variety from location and routes, respectively.

On the other hand, even though variety in location is valuable in the Northwest timber industry,

persistently expanding production in the Southwest may generate profits and exit rates under

which JOAs have little effect for this industry.

10 Conclusion and Discussion

In settings where firm exit is prevalent, allowing firm coordination on price or other product

characteristics may improve consumer or social surplus in a repeated games setting. I focus

on how price coordination in the daily newspaper industry can reduce firm exit by increasing

static profits. The main mechanism driving potential increases in consumer surplus I capture

comes from the surplus created by access to a greater variety of goods for more periods being

greater than the decrease in surplus from higher prices in each of those periods. I find that, as

implemented historically, allowing newspaper joint operating agreements led to only a 0.04%

increase in the number of multi-paper markets after 60 years.

Within this framework, part of the ineffectiveness of this policy comes from the wedge

between when firms want to enter into JOAs and when JOAs most increase joint survival. Firms

have too little incentive to enter into JOAs in states of the world where JOAs reduce exit more.

As such, I find that eliminating JOA costs increases the effect of the policy to 1.66%. If the main

costs associated with JOA entry are legal and contracting fees or capital costs of combining

financial functions, reducing JOA costs could take the form of some combination of loosened

legal restrictions and government subsidies. However, if these costs come in the form of deep

ideological differences between asymmetric papers that prevent them from working together,

a practical policy solution is less straightforward. Additionally, transfers may contribute to

the wedge between JOA attractiveness and JOA effectiveness, as they only improve incentives

for firms to enter these agreements in the first place. This implies that policies in the form

of additional restrictions on how firms in JOAs split payoffs could be used in tandem with a

reduction in JOA entry costs to improve JOA efficacy.

While I focus on the historical daily newspaper industry, the model and empirical strategy

have potential broader applications. First, my results suggest that allowing for coordination
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decreases firm exit most when firms are flailing rather than failing (i.e., when exit probabilities

are mild or moderate). Second, the model of dynamic entry/exit, coordination, and transfers

as well as the corresponding estimation procedure can be applied to other settings. Applying

this empirical exercise to other settings is of policy interest, because one of the goals of the

latest DoJ/FTC merger guidelines revision is to more seriously consider the implications of non-

price competition (see for example: Feiner 2022; Cowie and Fishkin 2022). Allowing partial

coordination such as JOAs is a potentially appealing alternative to merger, because firms cannot

commit to maintaining variety (or quality) post merger. They may find it optimal to end one

product to reduce cannibalization (or reduce quality to reduce total fixed costs). When variety

is measured in terms of political affiliation, Gentzkow et al. (2014) find that mergers lead to a

large reduction in variety relative to when ownership remains separate. Consequently, further

research exploring the welfare implications of coordination in other settings could be valuable

to forming more nuanced antitrust policies.
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11 Figures

Figure 1: Decline in Multi-Paper Markets Over Time

Source: Data from ICPSR Newspaper Panel.
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Figure 2: Outside Option It and Firm Strengths ξjt Pre- and Post- 1950

(a) Outside Option It

(b) Firm Strengths ξjt Pre-1950 (c) Firm Strengths ξjt Post-1950

Note: Distributions are probability distributions.
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Figure 3: Data vs. Model: Average Number of Firms per Market

Note: Confidence intervals are 99% confidence intervals and do not account from error in
estimating the static parameters, nor error from estimating the JOA entry costs. They do
account for simulation error and bootstrap standard errors for the scrap value and market
entry cost distributions.

Figure 4: Data vs. Model: JOA Revenue Shares

Note: Data values represent the average revenue contract observed for a given state in the state
space. The minimum data revenue share is 0.1.
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Fig. 5: Differences in Expected Consumer Surplus by Firm Strength

(a) Nash Bertrand Competition

(b) Nash vs. JOA

(c) Nash vs Monopoly

Note: Consumer surplus is reported per reader, per 4-year period. Panel 5c assumes that firm
1 is the remaining monopolist to calculate consumer welfare under monopoly.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of Firm 1 Per-Period Annual Payoffs by Firm Strength ($ Millions)

(a) Static Nash Profits (b) Firm 1 JOA Transfer Paid

(c) Firm 1 JOA Profits Pre-Transfer (d) Firm 1 Monopoly Profits

(e) Gains from Nash to JOA Post-Transfer (f) Gains from JOA to Monopoly Post-Transfer

Note: Panels 6e and 6f include the within-JOA transfers τJ,j shown in panel 6b paid each period. Panel 6e
takes the per-period firm 1 payoffs from JOA and and subtracts the competitive payoffs from panel 6a. Panel
6f takes the per-period firm 1 payoffs from monopoly and subtracts the JOA payoffs from panel 6e.
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Fig. 7: Distributions of Conditional Parameter Expectations

(a) Entry Cost (b) Scrap Value

(c) JOA Entry Cost

Note: Expectations are conditional on a firm finding a given action optimal. Distributions are weighted by how
often each state occurs in the data.
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Fig. 8: Gains in Variety vs. Incentive to Coordinate, 50-50 Nash Bargaining Parameter

(a) ∆ Pct. Points of 2-Firm Markets (b) Probability of Entering into a JOA

Note: Percentage point changes are based off of exit policy functions for each state starting with
n = 2, barring entry, and holding independently evolving state variables ω constant. Firms can
only exit JOAs via market exit. JOA entry probabilities come from model-generated policy
functions. Reported numbers average across all values of the outside option. Changes in joint
survival rates are for 60 years.

Fig. 9: Gains in Variety vs. Incentive to Coordinate, Estimated Bargaining Parameter

(a) ∆ Pct. Points of 2-Firm Markets (b) Probability of Entering into a JOA

Note: Parameter value is 0.067. Bargaining parameters range between 0.41 and 0.59. Per-
centage point changes are based off of exit policy functions for each state starting with n = 2,
barring entry, and holding independently evolving state variables ω constant. Firms can only
exit JOAs via market exit. JOA entry probabilities come from model-generated policy func-
tions. Reported numbers average across all values of the outside option. Changes in joint
survival rates are for 60 years.
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Fig. 10: JOA Efficacy - Flailing vs. Failing Firms

(a) Probability of Exit, Non-JOA 2-Firm Markets

(b) ∆ Survival 2-Firm Markets from Reduced Exit un-
der JOA

Note: Points average across values of (ξjmt, ξ−jmt) and Mt. Survival probabilities assume no
entry and is the probability that, in a market starting with 2 incumbents, neither firm has
exited after 16 periods.
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12 Tables

Table 1: Market Characteristics, 1932-1992

Market Size 0 1 2 1+

Total Markets 6,383 11,314 3,342 16,753

Total Markets w/ JOAs 0 0 14 28

Total Newspapers 0 11,314 6,684 27,337

Mean Population 42,341 45,802 127,573 132,009

Note: Market size is the number of newspapers active in a given market in a given period (elec-
tion year). Total markets is the number of market-years in each market size. Total newspapers
is the number of newspaper-years in markets of each size. I calculate the number of markets
with 0 newspapers by counting the number of periods for which no newspapers are active in
markets with any entry during my study period.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics of Newspaper Characteristics, 1932-1992

Mean Median SD Min Max Obs.

All Markets

Total Circulation 25,608 9,242 52,192 122 771,303 26,980

Annual Ad Linage (Col. In.) 7,403,634 4,884,807 12,440,021 3,947 792,384,320 10,809

Annual Subscription Price ($) 87.64 91.89 42.44 3.22 732.40 17,725

Ad Rate ($/Col. In.) 15.18 8.79 21.15 0.05 602.14 24,470

Unique Staff 11.33 9.00 10.49 0.5 135 23,639

Market Penetration 0.17 0.20 0.12 <0.01 0.99 26,924

Paper & Ink Cost* 6.04 5.76 4.74 <0.01 381.96 20,071

Cost of Delivery per Copy* 29.86 26.86 17.35 0.01 156.78 20,102

Ad Cost Per Inch* 2.06 0.91 16.10 <0.01 1,123.52 19,887

Ad Revenue per Copy* 828.81 264.31 1,595.47 20.76 13,894.46 19,442

Markets with ≤ 2 Firms

Total Circulation 15,150 7,615 23,964 300 641,363 17,776

Annual Ad Linage (Col. In.) 6,252,600 4,137,659 13,588,981 6,132 792,384,320 7,108

Annual Subscription Price ($) 85.15 89.41 40.5 3.22 732.40 11,861

Ad Rate ($/Col. In.) 10.97 7.96 12.46 0.05 259.92 16,207

Unique Staff 9.97 8.00 7.73 0.5 111 16,133

Market Penetration 0.21 0.20 0.12 0.01 0.99 17,735

Paper & Ink Cost* 6.22 5.90 2.85 <0.01 61.46 13,363

Cost of Delivery per Copy* 27.76 25.25 15.61 0.01 156.78 13,383

Ad Cost Per Inch* 1.86 0.85 17.02 <0.01 1,123.52 13,215

Ad Revenue per Copy* 822.39 254.13 1,631.14 20.76 13,894.46 12,908

Note: I define a newspaper as a firm. Unique staff are unique staff listed in the Editor & Publisher Yearbook ;
this includes mostly editors and columnists. Prices, cost, and revenues are annual. (*) indicates that summary
statistics are for values approximated using cost and revenue surveys. Ad linage and rates are for display
advertising. Paper and ink costs are per page per 1,000 copies. Each observation is a newspaper for a specific
(election) year.
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Table 3: JOA Paper Characteristics and Probability of Exit

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sub. Price Ad Price Unique Staff Exit

JOA 3.177∗ 29.64∗∗∗ 6.015∗∗∗ -0.0340∗∗∗

(1.364) (2.791) (0.609) (0.00554)

Total Pop. (1000) 0.0111∗∗∗ 0.0415∗∗∗ 0.0162∗∗∗ 0.00000951

(0.00114) (0.00149) (0.000577) (0.00000642)

Mkt. Share 10.36∗∗∗ 30.54∗∗∗ 12.32∗∗∗ -0.206∗∗∗

(2.185) (1.669) (0.533) (0.0126)

Pop. Buying Any Paper 9.547∗∗∗ 0.264 -2.473∗∗∗ 0.0845∗∗∗

(2.084) (1.232) (0.418) (0.0118)

N. Firms 0.462∗∗∗ -0.120∗∗∗ -0.122∗∗∗ -0.000488∗

(0.0396) (0.0337) (0.0123) (0.000244)

Frac. Diff. Pol. Affil. Voters -0.163 1.585∗ -0.342 0.0482∗∗∗

(1.589) (0.732) (0.287) (0.00821)

Constant 83.68∗∗∗ 31.74∗∗∗ 21.15∗∗∗ 0.0107

(5.291) (5.289) (1.495) (0.0116)

Mean 87.53 15.23 11.41 0.0359

N 17533 23963 23308 26772

Standard errors in parentheses

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Note: Observations are at the firm-year level. Huber-White (robust) standard errors reported.
Specifications include year and time-of-day (i.e., whether the paper is a morning or evening
paper) fixed effects. Sample includes observations from all papers in the data from 1932 to
1992. Mean refers to the mean of the dependent variable. Prices are adjusted for inflation.
Quality is measured as the number of unique staff per firm.
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Table 4: Firm Exit and Newspaper Characteristics

(1) (2) (3)

Sub. Price Ad Price Unique Staff

Exit in t-1 1.166 0.586 -0.704∗

(0.835) (0.748) (0.281)

Total Pop. (1000) 0.0123∗∗∗ 0.0393∗∗∗ 0.0150∗∗∗

(0.00113) (0.00155) (0.000552)

Mkt. Share 27.29∗∗∗ 84.31∗∗∗ 32.73∗∗∗

(3.782) (2.766) (1.102)

Pop. Buying Any Paper -5.846∗ -1.745 -7.191∗∗∗

(2.882) (1.662) (0.614)

Frac. Diff. Pol. Affil. Voters -4.277 7.174∗∗∗ 0.659

(2.522) (1.673) (0.581)

Constant 88.06∗∗∗ 19.64∗∗∗ 20.60∗∗∗

(6.785) (5.515) (2.066)

Mean 92.14 20.16 13.48

N 8826 11686 11645

Standard errors in parentheses

∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Note: Observations are at the firm-year level. Huber-White (robust) standard errors reported.
Specifications include year fixed effects. Sample includes observations from all papers in the
data from 1932 to 1992 with at least two active papers in the previous period. Mean refers to
the mean of the dependent variable. Prices are adjusted for inflation.
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Table 5: Probability of JOA Entry and Characteristics of 2 Firm Markets

Model Characteristic Est. SE

1 Circulation Ratio 0.353 0.163

Firm 1 Strength 0.0010 0.0010

2 Diff. in Firm Strength -0.0019 0.0011

Value of Outside Option -0.0020 0.0013

Market Size (Population) 5.42×10−9 3.15×10−9

Note: N=1117 markets in model 1. N=855 markets in model 2. Model 1 includes market fixed
effects, and the circulation ratio is the ratio of second largest JOA eligible firm’s circulation to
largest firm’s circulation (max. value of 1). Model 2 uses values from estimated reader demand.
Firm strength is the firm-period residual - value to readers from variety provided by a specific
firm. Outside option is an interaction between market fixed effects and indicators for whether
a period is before or after 1950.

Table 6: Stage Game Parameter Estimates

Parameter Est. SE $ 2004 Value

Price β0 -0.012 0.001 -1

log(Quality +1) β1 0.550 0.037 45

Affil. Dist. β2 -3.296 0.466 -247.67

2nd Paper Disutility Γ 0.709 0.54 59

Adv. 1st Impression Value ah 128.95 2.66 128.95

Adv. 2nd Impression Value al 100.49 . 100.49

Avg. MC per Copy mcmt 112.47 . 112.47

Marginal Cost of Quality γx,1 15,707 . 15,707

γx,2 1,410 . 1,410

Note: Amounts are for annual subscriptions per reader (∼ 365 issues).
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Table 7: Average Stage Game Equilibrium Payoffs and Characteristics

Competition JOA Monopoly

Revenue Net Variable 16.87 Mil. 18.02 Mil. 21.33 Mil.

and Quality Fixed Cost

Consumer Surplus (CS) 101.72 92.74 51.27

∆ CS from Price - -7.71 3.34(b)

∆ CS from Quality - −1.28(a) 1.44(c)

∆ CS from Variety - - −46.25(d)

Annual Subscription Price 121.60 136.74 125.47

Annual Ad. Price 121.86 126.50 128.95

Quality 20.06 20.55 21.4

Avg. Firm Share 0.237 0.228 0.309

Note: Averages are across all states Ω and weight each state equally. This weighting does not account for
selection across states. Consumer surplus is in dollars per reader and only includes reader surplus. Except for
unique staff averages, all values are reported in 2004 dollars. (a): This change is the change between Nash and
JOA consumer surplus not accounted for by subscription price changes. (b): This change in consumer (reader)
surplus is calculated by changing firm 1’s subscription prices from JOA to monopoly prices and holding firm 2’s
JOA characteristics constant (as well as firm 1’s other characteristics). (c): This change in consumer surplus
is calculated by changing firm 1’s JOA subscription prices and qualities to monopoly ones and holding firm
2’s JOA characteristics constant (as well as firm 1’s other characteristics). (d): This change is calculated by
netting out the differences in consumer surplus between JOA and monopoly, taking the surplus increases from
the decrease in price and increase in quality into account.

Table 8: Stage Game Model Predicted Characteristics, Weighted

Competition JOA Monopoly

Annual Subscription Price 116.43 130.63 145.61

Annual Ad. Price 122.71 127.35 128.95

Quality 30.66 31.13 26.77

Outside Share 0.55 0.56 0.59

Consumer Surplus (CS) 79.12 47.71 57.67

Note: Statistics are weighted by how often observations in different states appear in the data. Data sample
statistics are for only markets with ≤ 2 firms.
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Table 9: Stage Game Model vs. Data Characteristics

Subscription Price Quality

Model Data Model Data

Mean 116.43 85.15 30.67 9.97

Median 96.67 89.41 15.00 8

90% CI (68.77, 209.14) (14.13, 136.57) (0,98.5) (2, 25)

Note: Statistics are weighted by how often observations in different states appear in the data. Data sample
statistics are for only markets with ≤ 2 firms.

Table 10: Dynamic Model Parameter Estimates

Parameter Estimate ($ 2004 millions)

Scrap Value Mean µφMt 0.0003×Mt

Entry Cost Mean µe 46,930

JOA Cost Mean µκ 6,179

Note: My sample includes 1,342 markets across 16 periods (election years from 1932 to 1992).
I include only periods with monopoly or two-firm markets. Parameters are the means of expo-
nential distributions. Mt ∈ [11300, 1.35 Million]

Table 11: Observed Firm Values

Observed Daily Newspaper Sales

Year Firm Amount ($ 2004 Millions) Circ.

1975 Cincinnati Enquirer 193 200K

1977 Kansas City Star Co. 125 294K

1988 Bridgeport Post Holding Company 225 80K

1997 6 Dailies, Scripps 119 per paper 235K

Source: Various articles from Editor and Publisher Magazine
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Table 12: Firm Survival and Consumer Welfare under Alternative Policies

Policy

(1) (2) (3)

Allowing JOAs Costless JOAs Costless JOAs.

Quality Coord.

% Increase in n = 2 0.04% 1.66% 1.69%

Avg. ∆CS -$0.25 -$4.44 -$5.22

Note: % Increase in n = 2 is measured after 16 4-year periods. Avg. ∆CS is an average across
markets and periods.
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A Additional Dynamic Model Specifications

I define V Cj(·) in the remaining states as:

V Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1) =P (χ−jt = 1|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1|χ−jt = 1)

+ P (χ−jt = 0, χet = 1|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0|χ−jt = 0, χet = 1)

+ P (χ−jt = 0, χet = 0|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0|χ−jt = 0, χet = 0)

(28)

V Cj(nt = 1,ωt, joat = 0) =P (χet = 1|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 1,ωt, joat = 0|χet = 1)

+ P (χet = 0|Ωt)Ṽ Cj(nt = 1,ωt, joat = 0|χet = 0) (29)

The within-JOA transfer τJ,j(Ωt) is determined by the following 50-50 Nash bargaining

equation where V Ca,j(Ωt) = Eφ[max{φ, V Cj(Ωt)}]:

τJ,j(Ωt) = argmax
τ̂

[
(Πj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1) + V Ca,j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1))−

(Πj(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0) + V Ca,j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0))−τ̂
]
×[

(Π−j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1) + V Ca,−j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1))−

(Π−j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0) + V Ca,−j(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0))+τ̂

]
(30)

Note, if the following does not hold in state Ωt, there are no potential gains from trade, the

JOA dissolves immediately, and firms pay no transfer τJ,j = τJ,−j = 0:

∑
k∈{j,−j}

(
Πk(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1) + V Ca,k(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 1)

)

≥
∑

k∈{j,−j}

(
Πk(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0) + V Ca,k(nt = 2,ωt, joat = 0)

)

More on Equilibrium Existence: Under (iii), equilibrium existence still holds, because

JOA entry and JOA dissolution both have unique cutoff strategies. Since JOA entry only

occurs (and κ is paid) when both firms agree to enter a JOA and I only consider n ≤ 2, there
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is a single cutoff condition that needs to be met for a JOA to be formed:

κ ≤ min
{
V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)− V Cb,j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0− τ0,j(Ωt)),

V Cb,−j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 1)− V Cb,−j(nt+1 = 2,ωt, joat+1 = 0− τ0,−j(Ωt)
}

For any state Ωt, this condition is unique, as the min(·) operator returns a unique value.

Similarly, since transfers within a JOA are efficient and JOAs dissolve only when there are no

gains to trade, JOA dissolution is effectively a single-agent problem, and a unique equilibrium

cutoff strategy exists.

Transfers under my model assumptions satisfy the following properties for all continuation

values: (i) there are unique solutions26 to equations 30 and 19, (ii) transfers are continuous27 in

prx, pre, and prJ , and (iii) transfers are additively separable in the value function Vj(·). Follow-

ing Lee and Fong (2013), these properties preserve the continuity and single-valued conditions

that the firm best-response correspondence function needs to satisfy for Brouwer’s fixed point

theorem to guarantee equilibrium existence.

26For this to hold, I define τ0,j = 0 and τJ,j = 0 when there are no gains trade. Note, this does not violate
continuity, since the continuation values are continuous in prx, pre, and prJ , which implies that the gains to
trade are also continuous in prx, pre, and prJ . As the gains to trade approach 0, transfers approach 0, and the
continuation value in the corresponding joa = 1 approaches its joa = 0 value from above. Value functions in
states where joa = 1 are bounded below by the value function in the joa = 0 state with the same value of ω
(and n = 2). Intuitively, allowing for efficient transfers turn JOA dissolution into a single-agent problem, and I
no longer have the issue that equilibrium JOA actions in pure strategies may not exist.

27To be completely correct, the model needs to include some iid exogenous shock εJOA,t to the value of being
in a JOA that smooths out the probability of a JOA ending in any given period and such that there exists εJOA
in the support where there are always gains to trade when εJOA,t > εJOA. See Lee and Fong (2013) for further
details. I do not write this in explicitly, since this does not prevent me from finding equilibria in my application.
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B Additional Static Model Specifications

As in Fan (2013), I define market penetration sjt as:

Ψ
(1)
jt =

exp(δjt)

1 +
∑

k∈Jt
exp(δkt)

(31)

Ψ
(2)
j,j′t =

exp(δjt)

exp(Γ) +
∑

k∈Jt,k 6=j′ exp(δkt)
(32)

Ψ
(3)
jt =

exp(δjt)

exp(Γ) +
∑

k∈Jt
exp(δkt)

(33)

sjt =Ψ
(1)
jt +

∑
j′ 6=j

(
Ψ

(2)
j,j′t −Ψ

(3)
jt

)
(34)

I define the fraction of a newspaper j’s readers who read only newspaper j as:

Ejt(p, r) =
Ψ

(1)
jt −

∑
j′∈Jt,j′ 6=j(Ψ

(2)
j′,jt −Ψ

(3)
j′t )

Ψ
(1)
jt +

∑
j′∈Jt,j′ 6=j(Ψ

(2)
j,j′t −Ψ

(3)
jt )

(35)

C Estimation Details

C.1 Static Demand Estimation Details

C.1.1 Reader Demand Moments

Using variation across monopoly markets in years without entry (n = 5, 209), I estimate the

price coefficient β0, the interaction between quality and affiliation alignment β1, the value of

affiliation alignment β2, and the (relative) value of the outside option It for monopoly markets.

This assumes that readers in monopoly and multi-paper markets have the same sensitivities to

price and quality. Using instruments Zjmt, I form the following vector of moments:

ψ1(θ) = (δjmt − (log(1 + xjmt)β1 + pjmtβ0 + Ajmtβ̂2 + Ĩm,t))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ξ̃jmt

×[Zjmt, Ĩm,t] (36)

δjmt = ln(sjmt)− ln(s0mt) (37)

Zjmt includes affiliation distance and two different possible sources of cost shocks: (i) paper and

ink costs and (ii) printing costs specific to advertising28. To create shock measures, I average

28Many of the improvements in printing technology went to producing more image and color-based advertise-
ments in newspapers. Maintaining and operating these technologies would have contributed to marginal costs,
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the costs corresponding to each source reported by all newspapers in the same circulation group

reported by Inland Press. I assume that cost shocks in each period are exogenous and that

newspapers in different circulation groups have exogenously different exposure to cost shocks

in each period. I also include pre-post 1950 fixed effects interacted with market fixed effects

Ĩm,t as controls.

Circulation groups correlate with the exposure to and intensity of cost shocks through

several channels. First, smaller newspapers are generally more geographically isolated; this

results in different input supply networks and delivery costs relative to larger newspapers in

more urban areas. Second, newspapers with low circulation might have less bargaining power

with input suppliers, implying that any upstream shocks are passed along differentially by

circulation group. I show first stage results in the table below.

The validity of these instruments relies on the assumption that newspapers cannot manip-

ulate their circulation groups each period to influence their exposure to cost shocks. I believe

this assumption is plausible because local newspapers rarely, if ever, change which local geo-

graphic market they serve. As such, cost determinants correlated with circulation group such

as location and potential suppliers are generally fixed before shocks are realized. I also assume

that my constructed cost shocks are not correlated with specific demand, as they are averages

across many different papers in different markets.

as labor, repairs, and parts would be needed to continue to print ads in additional copies.
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IV First Stage

(1) (2)

Price log(1+Quality)

adv cost per inch 0.821∗∗ -0.102∗∗

(0.194) (0.00351)

paper ink cost per page 1kcirc 0.336∗ -0.0491∗∗

(0.147) (0.00463)

cons 81.35∗∗ 2.814∗∗

(1.193) (0.0304)

N 9335 12169

fs 9.944 431.7

Standard errors in parentheses

+ p < 0.10, ∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01

Note: Huber-White (robust) standard errors reported. Prices are adjusted for inflation.

After recovering β̂0, β̂1, β̂2 I estimate Γ̂ using two-paper markets in years without entry

(n = 1, 204) and the following vector of moments:

ψ2(θ) = (δjmt − (β̂0pjmt + log(1 + xjmt)β̂1 + Ajmtβ̂2 + Ĩm,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ξ̃jmt

) (38)

Lastly, I recover ξ̃jmt − Ĩm,t = −Îm,t + ξjmt where ξjmt is now centered around 0, and −Îm,t

are the market and pre or post 1950 means of ξ̃jmt − Ĩm,t.

C.1.2 Advertiser Demand Moments

Define âjmt = ajmt + ηjmt where ηjmt is measurement error with mean 0 and ajmt is the equi-

librium advertising rate defined according to equation 8. To arrive at my measure of total

advertising revenues per paper âjmt, I calculate total advertising revenues per paper by multi-

plying the reported ad-linage rate by observed total linage sold. I then use the Inland Press

revenue survey to scale these amounts because actual ad rates are determined via bargaining

processes with different advertisers. This can lead the reported ad rates to overstate (or under-
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state) the actual ad linage rate. The revenues reported in the survey reflect realized revenues

from these bargaining processes. I assume that the relationship between posted rates and aver-

age bargained rates is constant over time and across papers and find that realized ad revenues

are, on average, only 3% of revenues calculated using posted rates and linages. To convert total

ad revenues to per-reader ad revenues, I divide the scaled value by total circulation.

I estimate the value of first views to advertisers ah using variation across monopoly markets

(n = 4, 113). Using my assumption about measurement error in âjmt, I form the following

moment:

ψ3(θ) =âjmt − ah (39)

In monopoly markets, Ejmt = 1, as all readers are exclusive. Again, my underlying assumption

is that advertisers in monopoly and multi-paper markets are homogeneous.

Next, taking β̂0, β̂1, Γ̂, Γ̂s, âh, Îm,t, ξm,t as given, I estimate the value of subsequent views to

advertisers âl using the following moment and variation across two-paper markets (n = 2, 379):

ψ4(θ) =âjmt − (âhÊjmt + al(1− Êjmt)) (40)

where Êjmt is calculated using data and β̂0, β̂1, Γ̂, Îm,t, ξm,t.

C.2 Policy Function and State Transition Estimation Details

C.2.1 Policy Functions and JOA Transfers τJ,j

To estimate policy functions and within-JOA transfers, I first discretize the state space and then

estimate how the policy functions vary across the state space. State variables ω = (I, {ξj}j∈J)

come from estimating reader demand. During estimation of the static game, these variables are

treated as continuous. However, to make computing and estimating the dynamic game more

tractable, I assume a discrete state space. Thus, I discretize I into four quartile buckets and

ξj into five quintile buckets. Percentiles are based off of the distributions recovered from the

data, and each bucket takes on the value of its midpoint.

With respect to the parametric assumptions used to estimate the policy functions, I assume

that the probability of exit is given by prx(Ωt) = Φ(ιx,0 + ιx,1ξjt + ιx,2ξ−jt + ιx,3joat + ιx,4nt +
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ιx,5Itξ−jt), the probability of entry29 is given by pre(Ωt) = exp(ιe,0+ιe,1ξ−jt), and the probability

of entering a JOA is given by prJ(Ωt) = Φ(ιJ,0 + ιJ,1ξjt + ιJ,2ξ−jt + ιJ,3ξjtξ−jt − ιJ,4It) where

Φ(·) is the standard normal CDF. I estimate ιx and ιJ using maximum likelihood and ιe using

a log linear regression.

Table 13 below reports the resulting parameter estimates. Firm j’s exit probability is de-

creasing in its own strength, lower if it is in a JOA, and increasing in the number of competitors

it has. The appropriate sign on competitor strength is ambiguous; in the short run, this should

increase exit probability, but, given the possibility of entering into a JOA in the future, firm j

could benefit from coordinating with a relatively strong competitor. The interaction between

competitor strength and the value of the outside option increases the exit probability, as a

higher outside option implies that both firms have lower long run profits, and firm j can benefit

from a JOA with a relatively stronger competitor for fewer periods. Firm j’s entry probability

is decreasing in the strength of the incumbent. The JOA entry probability is increasing in

competitor strength as well as the interaction between own and competitor strength, because

these increase the gains from cooperation. It is decreasing in the value of the outside option,

as this decreases the gains to trade by shrinking overall profits. Theoretically, the impact of a

firm’s own strength is ambiguous and depends on whether market expansion under coordina-

tion or future monopoly profits dominate; I find a positive relationship, indicating that market

expansion under coordination dominates.

29The value of the outside option is currently omitted from this specification, as this yields the wrong signs
on the state variables. I believe this is due to an endogenous selection issue.
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Table 13: Policy Function Parameters

State Variable Prob. Exit Prob. Entry Prob. JOA Entry

Own Strength ξjt -0.130 - 0.053

Competitor Strength ξ−jt -0.023 - 0.053

Outside Option Value It .281 -0.059 -0.229

In JOA joat -0.56 - -

# Firms nt 0.844 - -

Market Size Mt -6.62×10−7 - .059

It × nt -.203 - -

Mt × nt -2.42×10−7 - -

Mt × It -9.10×10−8 - -

ξjt × ξ−jt - - 0.078

# Obs. 10,048 11 2,234

Unit of Obs. Market-Periods States Market-Periods

Note: All specifications also include a constant term.

C.2.2 Conditional Markov Transition Matrices

I estimate a state transition matrix M̂ ι for the incumbent conditional on firm j remaining in

the market based off of equation 23:

M̂ ι
ik =P̂I(Ik|Ii)×

(∏
j∈J

P̂ξ(ξj,k|ξj,i)
)
× P̂n,joa(nk, joan|ni, joai, χj,t = 1)

where i is a value of the state variable in the current period t and k is a possible value in the

next period

P̂I(Ik|Ii) =

∑
t∈T (Ii)

1
(
It+1 = Ik, It = Ii, χj,t = 1

)∑
t∈T (Ii)

1
(
χj,t = 1

)
P̂ξ(ξj,k|ξj,i) =

∑
t∈T (ξj,i)

1
(
ξj,t+1 = ξk, ξj,t = ξi, χj,t = 1

)∑
t∈T (ξj,i)

1
(
χj,t = 1

)
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I calculate P̂n,joa(nk, joan|ni, joai, χj,t = 1) using the estimated binomial entry and exit proba-

bilities p̂rx, p̂re, and JOA entry probabilities p̂rJ .

C.3 Continuation Value Estimation Details

Define the unobserved (to the econometrician) paid by firms that have just agreed to join a

JOA as:

τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)) =

argmax
τ̂

[
(δ
∑
ω′

(Vj(n
′ = 2, ω′, joa′ = 1))P (ω′|n′ = 2, ω, joa′ = 1, χj = 1)

− δ
∑
ω′

(Vj(n
′ = 2, ω′, joa′ = 0))P (ω′|n′ = 2, ω, joa′ = 0, χj = 1))−τ̂

]
×[

(δ
∑
ω′

(V−j(n
′ = 2, ω′, joa′ = 1))P (ω′|n′ = 2, ω, joa′ = 1, χ−j = 1)

− δ
∑
ω′

(V−j(n
′ = 2, ω′, joa′ = 0))P (ω′|n′ = 2, ω, joa′ = 0, χ−j = 1))+τ̂

]
(41)

Define gj(·) for each state Ω as:

gj(V Cj(Ω; θ)) =



(1− p̂r′x)× p̂rJ
(
τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ))+

E[κ|κ ≤ min{fJ(V Cj(Ω; θ))− f¬J(V Cj(Ω; θ))− τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)), if n = 2, joa = 0

fJ(V C−j(Ω; θ))− f¬J(V C−j(Ω; θ))− τ0,−j(V C−j(Ω; θ))}]
)

p̂r′x × p̂re × p̂rJ
(
τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)+

E[κ|κ ≤ min{fJ(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe), if n = 2, joa = 1

fJ(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ0,−j(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)}]
)

p̂re × p̂rJ
(
τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)+

E[κ|κ ≤ min{fJ(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe), if n = 1

fJ(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ0,−j(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)}]
)

(42)

where p̂r′x is the probability of a competitor or rival exiting, fJ(·) is a function that finds

elements of the vector V̂ Cj(θ) with the same values of n,ω and joa = 1, and f¬J(·) is a similar
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function to fJ(·) that finds corresponding elements for which joa = 0. The function differs by

state, because, conditional on the number of firms and JOA status at the start of the period

(stage 1), the sequence of actions required for possible JOA entry later in the period is different.

For instance, if n = 1, conditional on j remaining in the market, a potential entrant must enter

in order for a JOA to be possible.

The expected value of entry for a potential entrant is:

V̂ E(θ) =



(1− p̂rJ)f¬J(F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ)) + p̂rJ(fJ(F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ))− τ0,j(F̂ξe ˆV Cj(θ))

−E[κ|κ ≤ min{fJ(F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ))− f¬J(F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ))− τ0,j(F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ)), if n− x = 1

fJ(V̂ C−j(θ))− f¬J(F̂ξe V̂ C−j(θ)) + τ0,j(F̂ξe)V̂ C−j(θ)}])

F̂ξe V̂ Cj(θ) if n− x = 0

(43)

where

F̂ξe ˆV Cj(θ) = βM̂ e(Π̂− τ̂ + V̂ Cj(θ))

indicates that the entrant takes expectations over its initial strength draw and starts the next

period with strength ξj. FξeV C−j(θ) reflects the incumbent firm’s payoffs, taking expectations

over the entrant’s strength. That the potential entrant and incumbent firm take expectations

over the entrant strength reflects how it may take time for a new entrant’s strength to become

apparent. The expected returns to entry reflect that new entrants have the option of entering

into a JOA after entry but before they realize their type.

D Conditions for Contraction Mapping with observed τ ,

unobserved τ0,j

D.1 Existence

By Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, a fixed point to equation 26 exists:

• Condition 1: Equation 26 is a continuous function of V Cj(θ).

– As defined by equation 19, the transfer is a continuous function of V Cj(θ).
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– The min operator defined in the function gj(·) is a continuous function of V Cj(θ).

– Since I assume that the scrap values and JOA entry costs are drawn from exponen-

tial distributions, their expected conditional means are also continuous functions of

V Cj(θ).

– The gains to trade are a continuous function of V C(θ). Thus there is no discontinuity

in the function value when a JOA dissolves.

– The sum and compositions of continuous functions are continuous.

• Condition 2: Fixing θ and all of he “offline” objects estimated in step 1, the space of

continuation values V Cj(θ) is bounded and closed.

– Each element V C(Ω; θ) is bounded below by 0 because the scrap value distribution is

bounded below by 0. Each element V C(Ω; θ) is bounded above by
ΠJOA

j (Ωmax)+ΠJOA
−j (Ωmax)

1−δ +

µφ where Ωmax is the state that yields the highest possible total joint JOA profits,

and
ΠJOA

j (Ωmax)+ΠJOA
−j (Ωmax)

1−δ is the infinite discounted sum of these total static joint

profits. This expression also takes into account the corresponding conditional ex-

pected scrap value and an exit probability of 1 (as a lower exit probability would

only yield a lower value).

– Even with a transfer, the function maps back into the space as defined above, because

post-transfer, a single firm cannot receive more than the maximum possible total

joint value from cooperation, which I have defined as the “upper bound” of the

space.

– The Markov transition matrix M̂ i and policy functions all take weighted averages of

the various elements of V Cj(θ), yielding an interior point.

D.2 Contraction Mapping

adjust equation 26 to make the exposition easier:

V Cj(θ) = δM̂ ι

(
(Π̂j − τ̂J,j) + p̂rxE[φ|φ ≥ V Cj(θ)] + (1− p̂rx)(V Cj(θ))

)
− p̃rJ

(
τ̃0,j(V Cj(θ)) + Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(V Cj(θ))]

)
(44)
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τ̃0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)) =


τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)) if n = 2, joa = 0

τ0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe) if n = 1 or joa = 1

hj(V Cj(Ω; θ)) =



min{fJ(V Cj(Ω; θ))− f¬J(V Cj(Ω; θ))− τ̃0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)),

fJ(V C−j(Ω; θ))− f¬J(V C−j(Ω; θ))− τ̃0,−j(V C−j(Ω; θ))} if n = 2, joa = 0

min{fJ(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V Cj(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ̃0,j(V Cj(Ω; θ)),

fJ(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− f¬J(V C−j(Ω; θ)Fξe)− τ̃0,−j(V C−j(Ω; θ))} if n = 1 or joa = 1

where fJ(·) is a function that finds elements of the vector V Cj(θ) with the same values of

n,ω and joa = 1. f¬J(·) is a similar function that finds the corresponding elements for which

joa = 0.

p̃rJ =


(1− p̂r′x)× p̂rJ if n = 2, joa = 0

p̂r′x × p̂re × p̂rJ if n = 2, joa = 1

p̂re × p̂rJ if n = 1

where p̂r′x is a rival’s probability of exit.

Let B(x) = δM̂ ι((Π̂j− τ̂J,j)+ p̂rxE[φ|φ ≥ x]+(1− p̂rx)x) be an operator producing the first

term on the right of equation (44) and x1, x2 be two possible vectors of continuation values for

a given θ. Define || · || as the sup metric. Then, since B(x) is a contraction mapping as proven

in Pakes et al. (2007),

||B(x1)−B(x2)||+

|| − p̃rJ
(
τ0,j(x1)− τ0,j(x2) + (Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x1)]− Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x2)]

)
||

≤ δ||x1 − x2||+

|| − p̃rJ
(
τ0,j(x1)− τ0,j(x2) + (Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x1)]− Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x2)]

)
|| (45)

So, it remains to find conditions that bound ||d1 − d2|| where for i = 1, 2, di = −p̃rJ(τ0,j(xi) +

Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(xi)])]:

||d1 − d2|| = || − p̃rJ
(
τ0,j(x1)− τ0,j(x2) + Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x1)]− Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x2)]

)
||
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As in Pakes et al. (2005), using Heckman and Honore (1990) proposition 1, I also have that for

a log concave random variable D:

0 ≤ ∂E[D|D ≤ d]

∂d
≤ 1

Consequently, as κ is drawn from a log-concave distribution (e.g., exponential, logistic), it

follows that

0 ≤ ∂Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x)]

∂hj(x)
≤ 1

However, in order to bound Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x1)]− Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x2)], I need (via the chain rule):

∂Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x)]

∂x
=
∂Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x)]

∂hj(x)
× ∂hj(x)

∂x

To bound
∂hj(x)

∂x
, first note that hj(x) is how much a firm makes post-transfer calculated from

4 elements of vector x. Let be a be firm 1’s continuation payoff under a JOA and b be firm 1’s

continuation payoff not under a JOA when there are 2 firms in the market. Define a′ and b′

similarly for firm 2. a, a′, b, b′ are all elements of vector x. Then, since I assume 50-50 efficient

Nash bargaining with lump-sum transfers over expected future gains to the JOA:

||∂hj(x)

∂x
|| ≤ 2δ (46)

where δ comes from the gains to trade being in terms of discounted payoffs starting the next

period (see equation 24). I now need to perform the same exercise with τ0,j(x):

||∂τ0,j(x)

∂x
|| ≤ 2δ (47)

Thus in order for the following to hold

δ||x1 − x2||+ ||p̃rJ
(
τ0,j(x1)− τ0,j(x2) + Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x1)− Eκ[κ|κ ≤ hj(x2)]

)
|| ≤ ||x1 − x2||

(48)
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I need (using the triangle inequality)

δ + δp̃rJ |2 + 2| < 1 (49)

0 ≤ p̃rJ <
1
δ
− 1

4
(50)

For δ = 0.815, this implies I need p̃rJ ≤ .0569 across all states for the sufficient condition for a

contraction mapping to be satisfied. This holds in my setting.

E Allowing Newspapers to Have Same or Different Po-

litical Affiliation

Whether or not two newspapers in the same market share the same political affiliation is another

persistent source of asymmetry between two competing newspapers. In the main specification

of my model, I do not keep track of newspaper affiliations to simplify the number of state

variables predictive of flow payoffs. As such, I make the simplifying assumption that while

different readers can value the same paper differently by either having an aligned or opposite

affiliation, the fraction of readers with aligned affiliations is drawn randomly across periods,

markets, and firms. However, realistically, 66.31% of the markets in my sample with two news-

papers have papers with the same fixed declared political affiliation (Democrat, Republican,

or Independent), and the remaining newspapers have different fixed declared affiliations. The

evolution of share of aligned readers may not be independent across papers in the same market.

I find evidence that the small impacts of allowing JOAs on increasing newspaper diversity, in

terms of joint newspaper survival rates, are also in part due to most newspapers having the

same affiliation. Conditional on having the same affiliation, newspapers are less likely to enter

JOAs and experience smaller decreases in exit rates from entering JOAs relative to those with

different affiliations.

The implications of whether two newspapers have persistently the same or different political

affiliations for the wedge between when newspapers choose to join JOAs and how much these

JOAs extend joint paper survival are ambiguous. On one hand, two newspapers with the same

affiliation may experience a greater increase in stage game static profits for price coordination
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because having the same affiliation implies potentially tougher price competition and lower non-

JOA prices. On the other hand, newspapers with the same affiliation may also face stronger

long-run predatory incentives to wait for a competitor’s exit because lower non-JOA prices

could imply higher exit probabilities.

In this appendix section, I use my estimated static stage game supply and demand param-

eters and my estimated scrap value, market entry, and JOA entry parameters to explore how

whether or not firms have the same affiliation affects the wedge between JOA entry incentives

and effectiveness. Note, to limit the dimensions of the relevant state space, I adjust how I treat

individual firm strengths ξjt and the value of the outside option It. I reduce the number of

categories of ξjt from 5 to 3. I also allow It to evolve following an AR(1) process, with a jump

in value when television arrives in 1950. Furthermore, even if newspaper affiliations are stable

post-entry, whether an entrant into a market that already has an incumbent chooses the same

affiliation is endogenous. I assume an entrant chooses its affiliation after entry but before it

observes its entrant-specific strength ξe (and before stage 2 of the dynamic game period when

it decides whether or not to enter a JOA with the incumbent). In particular, it chooses:

affil∗jt = argmax
affiljt

{
V E(Ωt, votet, affiljt = 1) + ζ1,jt, V E(Ωt, votet, affiljt = 0) + ζ0,jt

}
(51)

where affiljt = 1 if the entrant chooses the same affiliation as the incumbent and 0 otherwise.

Whether two firms have the same affiliation is fixed so long as those two same firms remain

active. ζ1,jt, ζ0,jt are Type I EV error terms drawn from a distribution with mean 0 and

scale parameter σaffil independently of entrant, period, and affiliation choice. These errors

can be interpreted as an idiosyncratic taste component for whether the entrant newspaper

wants to have the same affiliation as the incumbent. votet determines what fraction of readers

in the market align with the incumbent’s affiliation in a given period. In contrast to my main

specification, here I assume it evolves according to an AR(1) process. I calibrate σaffil = 40.07 by

taking my original estimates as given and adjusting my two-step estimation routine to include

matching affiliation choice probabilities (conditional on an entrant choosing to enter).

With this calibrated parameter and equilibrium static stage payoffs corresponding to the

adjusted state space, I use Pakes and McGuire (1994) to solve for the equilibrium policy func-

tions of this new game with affiliation choice. Since whether two incumbents are of the same or
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different affiliations are now included in the dynamic state space, I can now calculate separate

policy functions for firms of the same and different affiliations in periods after entry decisions

and types are realized. Since my model implies some states in which an entrant is more likely

to choose the same affiliation and other, distinct, states in which an entrant is more likely to

choose a different affiliation, I consider only states in which it is on average optimal to choose

the same (a different) affiliation when calculating policy functions for same (different) affiliation

states. Figure 11 displays JOA entry probabilities. It shows that firms, for which choosing a

different affiliation is optimal, have higher JOA entry probabilities, on average, across all pairs

of firm strengths. Figure 12 provides evidence that stronger predatory incentives, conditional

on firms choosing the same affiliation, play a role via relatively greater increases in static stage

profits after competitor exits and relatively smaller increases from entering a JOA. This is

consistent with horizontal differentiation softening price competition and quality competition.

Even though firms that choose the same affiliation experience smaller decreases in exit rates

(i.e., weaker incumbents are helped less in terms of survival), they still are less likely to enter

JOAs.

Furthermore, figures 11 and 12 imply that a similar wedge exists for pairs of firms with the

same and different affiliations. As in my main analysis, figure 11 shows that mutually strong

firms across both types of pairs are the most likely to enter JOAs. Moreover, figure 12 shows

that the weaker firm experiences a greater decrease in exit probability from being part of a

JOA when paired with a stronger firm than two stronger firms paired together. Compare, for

example when firm 1 is of strength 1 and firm 2 of strength 3 to when both firms are of strength

3. This relationship holds across both firms having the same and different alignments.

These counterfactuals suggest that another reason why JOAs as a policy had a negligible

effect is because most U.S. markets had newspapers with the same affiliation. This would have

provided weaker incentives to join JOAs in the first place and smaller reductions in exit rates.

I do not find that the wedge is systematically different by firm affiliation choices.
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Fig. 11: JOA Entry Probabilities, Same vs. Different Affiliation (Pct. Points)

(a) Same Affiliation (b) Different Affiliation (c) Difference

Note: Same affiliation JOA entry probabilities average across all other states in which firms are
more likely to choose the same affiliation. This occurs when the share of votes aligning with
the incumbents affiliation is < 0.5. Different affiliation JOA entry probabilities average across
all other states in which firms are more likely to choose different affiliations. The difference is
the different affiliation probabilities net the same affiliation probabilities.
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Fig. 12: Exit probabilities with and without JOAs, Same vs. Different Affiliation (Pct. Points)

(a) Same Affiliation: No JOA (b) Same Affiliation: JOA

(c) Different Affiliation: No JOA (d) Different Affiliation: JOA

(e) (∆ Different Affil.) − (∆ Same Affil.)

Note: Same affiliation exit probabilities average across all other states in which firms are more
likely to choose the same affiliation. This occurs when the share of votes aligning with the
incumbents affiliation is < 0.5. Different affiliation exit probabilities average across all other
states in which firms are more likely to choose different affiliations. (∆ Different Affil.) −
(∆ Same Affil.) corresponds to the probability without JOA net the probability first within
affiliation alignments and then across.

E.1 Monte Carlo

In this section, I provide Monte Carlo evidence that the conditions derived in section D.2 are

sufficient but not necessary. I choose δ = 0.925, which implies that my sufficient condition is

that p̃rJ ≤ .02. As in the main estimation exercise, I assume exponential distributions for the

scrap value, entry cot, and JOA entry cost distributions. Fixing µφ = 25, and µe = 888, I find

• µκ = 20 corresponds to p̃rJ of 4%-8%.
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• µκ = 10 corresponds to p̃rJ of 8%-16%.

The Monte Carlos yield the following confidence intervals, all of which cover the original param-

eter values. The confidence intervals also reflect that as the mean of an exponential distribution

gets largwe, so does the variance.

95% Confidence Interval

θ M = 300, T = 16 M = 1K,T = 16 M = 10K,T = 20

µκ = 10 (0.42, 115.55) (0.51, 37.06) (4.92, 18.19)

µφ = 25 (4.13, 60.26) (9.69, 32.27) (21.93, 26.27)

µe = 888 (279.74, 2284.7) (428.24, 1231.4) (808.76, 976.10)

µκ = 20 (0.28, 313.99) (0.68, 121.43) (4.18, 39.79)

µφ = 25 (3.67, 158.85) (7.71, 37.75) (21.162, 26.61)

µe = 888 (278.39, 4465.3) (392.22, 1374.8) (793.57,978.1)

Note: Timing for model underlying the Monte Carlo puts entry at the end of the period. I do

not believe this changes the results substantively.

F Counterfactual Simulation

• Since Imt and ξjmt cannot be recovered for all relevant firms and markets in every pe-

riod of my sample, I estimate a starting distribution of these values using the observed

distribution in 1932.

• Similarly, since I focus on markets with at most 2 firms, I estimate a starting distribution

over the number of firms {0, 1, 2} using the observed distribution in 1932.

• I then draw starting values of Imt, ξjmt, and nmt using these distributions.

• I assume no markets start with active JOAs, which is consistent with the number of active

JOAs in 1932.

• I simulate 100,000 markets, holding all random draws fixed across counterfactuals, and

calculate percentage changes.
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